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Overview 

Introduction 

What do foreign subsidiaries of multinational enterprises (MNEs) do when 

strategies proposed by headquarters clash with local ways of doing business? 

It is well-known that subsidiaries are in a state of duality with one foot in the 

corporate context and another in the local environment (Hillman and Wan, 

2005; Kostova and Roth, 2002; Meyer, Mudambi and Narula, 2011; Rosen-

zewig and Singh, 1991). Yet, little research has been done on how local insti-

tutions, comprising regulations, cognitions, and norms (Scott, 2014a), are 

filtered through subsidiaries and affect international strategy. International 

strategy is defined as realized patterns in streams of actions related to how 

MNEs act in competitive space across borders (c.f. Birkinshaw and Peder-

sen, 2009; Garcia-Pont, Canales and Noboa, 2009; Mintzberg and Waters, 

1985). While duality is a fundamental characteristic of subsidiaries that calls 

into question several commonly held assumptions in research and practice, 

its contradictory implications remain surprisingly unexplored. 

The notion of subsidiary duality contains an inherent equivocality as it 

implies dual insidership as well as dual outsidership. On the one hand, the 

subsidiary represents the MNE in the host country context (Hennart, 1982) 

and may act as an extension, or embassy, of the MNE as it replicates firm-

specific advantages gained in the home country. Struggling with liabilities of 

foreignness (Hymer, 1976; Zaheer, 1995) and reaping advantages of foreign-

ness (Edman, 2016; Nachum, 2010, Shi and Hoskisson, 2012), such subsidi-

aries add value to the firm as a whole. On the other hand, the subsidiary 

represents its host country within the firm. Studies taking this perspective 

have shown how subsidiaries differ from headquarters and each other due to 

their partial embeddedness in networks and the social fabric of host countries 
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(Andersson, Forsgren and Holm, 2007; Kristensen and Zeitlin, 2005). This 

perspective focuses on subsidiary loyalty to the local environment, often 

through cultural values (Hofstede, 1980; Kogut and Singh, 1988). Research 

has also examined the role of the broader scope of local institutions in a 

multitude of phenomena and settings, including the transfer of practices re-

lated to operations management (Kostova and Roth, 2002), human resource 

management (Björkman, Fey and Park, 2007) and corporate social responsi-

bility (Durand and Jacqueminet, 2015). 

The former perspective of subsidiaries as corporate embassies empha-

sizes firm specificity and focuses on the boundary between the subsidiary 

and the host country (see Figure 1). This view aligns with traditional top-

down conceptualizations with little intra-organizational conflict between 

headquarters and subsidiaries. By assuming that subsidiary managers purpos-

ively choose an optimal local strategy (Aharoni, 2010), it is at the risk of ex-

aggerating rationality and managerial discretion Kostova, Nell and Hoenen, 

2016). The latter perspective of subsidiaries as biased toward host countries 

is equally deterministic, but in the opposite direction. Emphasizing local iso-

morphism, it focuses on how subsidiaries conform to local pressures. Con-

sequently, the focal contested boundary in this perspective is that between 

headquarters and the subsidiary, rather than the boundary between the sub-

sidiary and the local context. 

Figure 1. Subsidiary duality 

 

Corporate context Host country context

Subsidiary
Local 

institutions
Head-

quarters

Headquarter 

pressures

Institutional 

pressures
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Because of contrasting assumptions related to different views on subsid-

iary duality, the implications on international strategy appear disparate. It 

could be argued that duality acts as a constraint on subsidiaries caught be-

tween demands for internal consistency and external conformity (Kostova 

and Zaheer, 1999). In this view, conflicting pressures emanating from the 

two contexts lead to trade-offs. A suitable metaphor of this perspective is 

that of the subsidiary balancing a tightrope with little room for maneuvering. 

A contrasting viewpoint on subsidiary duality in strategy is that contradictory 

demands make room for action. This prompts subsidiaries to actively, rather 

than reactively, manage expectations from headquarters as well as local insti-

tutions (Regnér and Edman, 2014; Sharma, Pablo and Vredenburg, 1999). 

Here, the subsidiary performs not a balancing act but one of juggling, in 

which subsidiary agency is pronounced and different pressures are played out 

against each other. 

What these constraining and enabling elements are, however, remains 

unknown, as does the issue of whether subsidiaries facing conflicting pres-

sures end up with a mix of equally conflicting activities or converge toward 

a consistent system (cf. D’Aunno, Sutton and Price, 1991; Souitaris, 

Zerbinati and Liu, 2012). The purpose of this dissertation is to explain the 

influence of the subsidiary local environment on international strategy and I 

turn to neo-institutionalism (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Meyer and Rowan, 

1977) to do so. The overarching research questions for the dissertation as a 

whole are as follows: How do local institutions, as filtered by subsidiaries, 

matter for international strategy? How do subsidiaries handle conflicts be-

tween demands from local institutions and headquarters? By providing a 

comprehensive view of the implications of subsidiary duality as they balance 

corporate and local institutional contexts, this dissertation puts the complex-

ity of subsidiary duality at the forefront and strengthens our understanding 

of how strategies are conceived internationally. The provided insights go be-

yond the theory and methodology of the distance-based view regarding in-

stitutional differences that has been dominant in research on headquarter-

subsidiary relations (Ting and Stahl, 2018). 

This dissertation is a collection of four independent but interrelated pa-

pers, each targeting a different gap in previous research related to subsidiary-

level duality, institutions, and international strategy. Detailed explanations of 
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theory, methodology, findings, and conclusions are found in the appended 

papers. Instead, in this overview I give a synopsis of overarching and recur-

ring themes. First, I address the broader theoretical background of the dis-

sertation as a whole, discussing the possibilities of cross-pollination between 

disparate bodies of literature. Focal concepts are then synthesized into a ten-

tative framework, paving the way for the different papers. Then, I explain 

the commonalities and differences between the methods by which the four 

papers were carried out. After summarizing the motivation and findings of 

each paper and positioning them in the tentative framework, I summarize 

what the papers add up to when combined, and their implications to theory 

and practice. The overview is then concluded with notes on avenues for fu-

ture research that were either left unexplored due to deliberate delimitations 

or discovered during the research process. 

Theory 

As an organizational phenomenon, subsidiary duality in international strategy 

straddles different academic fields. Below, I address the intersections be-

tween research on strategy, neo-institutionalism, and subsidiary duality, ra-

ther than treating them in isolation. This section is not an attempt at giving 

a comprehensive overview of any particular body of literature, but to build a 

theoretical base for the dissertation. This step is important to ensure the dis-

sertation stands on stable ground, i.e., domains with compatible underpin-

nings, before delving into specific research questions. 

Headquarter-subsidiary relations and strategy 

Reviews of the literature on international strategy have summarized findings 

and traced dominant and influential ideas (e.g., Hitt, Li and Xu, 2016; Li, 

2011; Rugman, Verbeke and Nguyen, 2011). As evidenced by these reviews,  

there is a need for new ideas to propel the field forward, as international 

strategy research has reached a certain point of maturity (Buckley, 2002). 

While the field has evolved and covered considerable ground, international 

strategy research has remained largely centered on how strategies deal with the 

international, i.e., the content of different strategies as MNEs pursue business 

overseas. Efforts have been made in extant research to map out the various 
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ways in which MNEs enter and act upon new markets (e.g., Hill, Hwang and 

Kim, 1990), and how they differ from each other (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 

1989). 

The motivation for this dissertation is to provide a complementary read-

ing of the term ‘international strategy’ as the international nature of strategy. Here, 

attention is directed not only to the content, or final outcomes, of the inter-

national strategy process, but to events inside the process by which interna-

tional strategy is formed (cf. Brown and Duguid, 2001; Doz and Prahalad, 

1984). By this definition, international strategy includes, but is not limited to, 

formal planning by headquarters. In addition, it accounts for emergent ele-

ments that in more or less deliberate ways end up as part of an organizational 

strategy (Mintzberg, 1978; Mintzberg and Waters, 1985). Specifically, in the 

context of headquarters and subsidiaries, I focus on the role of host country 

local institutions, as filtered through subsidiaries, in international strategy. 

Doing so, I make the international dimension a key aspect of the dissertation 

rather than a background condition, as recommended in recent critiques of 

the field (Jackson and Deeg, 2008, 2019; Tallman and Pedersen, 2015). 

Subsidiary importance in the MNE 

The rise of the MNE subsidiary as a dominant level of analysis in interna-

tional business studies (Rugman et al., 2011) has paved the way for research 

on the role of subsidiaries in international strategy. While tracing its roots to 

international economics where the national level remains a focal level of anal-

ysis, the field of international business has increasingly shifted toward in-

traorganizational phenomena. In the mid-1980s, new conceptualizations 

problematizing dominant assumptions in organizational analysis made way 

for a shift in emphasis from countries and MNEs to subsidiaries. Notions of 

MNEs as heterarchies (Hedlund, 1986) or differentiated networks (Ghoshal 

and Nohria, 1989) acknowledge differences in terms of resources, 

knowledge, bargaining power and influence between headquarters and sub-

sidiaries. Having moved from studying organizational design and formal sys-

tems, the literature on headquarters-subsidiary relations has increasingly 

emphasized subsidiary autonomy (Kostova, Marano and Tallman, 2016). 

This has generated a substantial body of research on subsidiary strategy, 

which goes beyond subsidiary roles assigned by headquarters (Birkinshaw 
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and Pedersen, 2009). Studies have shown that headquarter-subsidiary rela-

tions are mixed-motive dyads (Garcia-Pont, Canales and Noboa, 2009; 

Tieying, Subramaniam and Cannella, 2009; Tippmann, Scott, Reilly and 

O’Brien, 2018) where subsidiaries to a certain extent set their own strategic 

agenda (Ambos, Andersson and Birkinshaw, 2010; Birkinshaw, 1997). Thus, 

there are longstanding goal conflicts between headquarters and subsidiaries 

(Egelhoff, Wolf and Adzic, 2013; Schotter and Beamish, 2011). These con-

flicts, however, are not necessarily symptoms of suboptimal management, 

but of the nature of the MNE with its many dually embedded subsidiaries 

(Pahl and Roth, 1993). 

As argued by Regnér and Zander (2011), the attention pendulum in re-

search may have swung too far toward subsidiaries. This has been at the cost 

of headquarters, which run the risk of being downplayed as an ‘absentee 

landlord’ (Barner-Rasmussen et al., 2010) or not differing significantly from 

any other subunit within the firm (Ambos and Mahnke, 2010). There is a 

sharp contrast between this stream of research and earlier—arguably head-

quarter-centric—studies on the general importance of headquarters (e.g., 

Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1984) and how they issue control mechanisms to 

align subsidiary behavior (O’Donnell, 2000; Roth and O’Donnell, 1996). 

While headquarter power is not absolute, the main characteristic and ad-

vantage of MNEs remains in their international spread under one organiza-

tional umbrella. Recent developments have started to acknowledge the 

double-edged nature of headquarter influence in the MNE (e.g., Ciabuschi, 

Dellestrand and Holm, 2012; Nell and Ambos, 2013). Campbell et al. (1995) 

propose two requirements that headquarters must fulfill to reap parenting 

advantages: understanding the business of subsidiaries; and contributing to 

the resource and capability endowment of subsidiaries. Subsequent research 

(e.g., Ambos and Schlegelmilch, 2010; Goold, Campbell and Alexander, 

1998; Mahnke and Pedersen, 2004; Poppo, 2003) has confirmed that only 

fulfilling one of the two requirements is not sufficient to add value to sub-

sidiaries. Partly due to the inevitability of headquarter-subsidiary knowledge 

gaps (Hoenen and Kostova, 2015; Luo, 2003), empirical investigations of the 

MNE parenting advantage have shown mixed results. Recent examples in-

clude Ciabuschi et al. (2017) and Nell and Ambos (2013), who found little 

value in headquarter involvement, and Asakawa et al. (2018) who discovered 
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opposing effects from administrative and knowledge embeddedness within 

the MNE. 

Administrative and entrepreneurial roles 

There is a long tradition, albeit with longstanding gaps, on the respective 

roles of headquarters and subsidiaries. As proposed by Chandler (1991), 

headquarters fills two different roles. One is an integrative, or administrative, 

role where headquarters coordinate activities across subsidiaries. By central-

izing some functions and delegating others across subsidiaries, headquarters 

provide an organizational context for subsidiaries that may otherwise be un-

able or unwilling to share assets and knowledge (Ambos and Mahnke, 2010). 

The administrative role of headquarters is important (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 

1989) since subsidiaries are often focused and may lack an oversight beyond 

their immediate local environment or functional division (Egelhoff, 2010). 

The other role of headquarters is that of an entrepreneur. In this capacity, 

headquarters expand the scope of the firm by exploring new ways of  doing 

business (Ambos and Mahnke, 2010). Doz, Santos and Williamson (2001) 

emphasize the administrative role of modern headquarters to not only seek 

synergies between existing operations, but to pursue initiatives beyond what 

is obvious. Due to the limited insight (Ciabuschi, Forsgren and Martín Mar-

tín, 2011) and attention (Bouquet and Birkinshaw, 2008) of headquarters, this 

has proven to be a difficult task (Mahnke et al., 2007). 

In addition to the dual role of headquarters, international business re-

search has addressed how subsidiaries may act as entrepreneurs within the 

MNE. The literature on subsidiary initiatives (e.g., Birkinshaw, 1997) has 

shown how subsidiaries, far from merely acting upon top-down input from 

headquarters, propose initiatives of their own. However, what is largely miss-

ing is research on the administrative role of subsidiaries, especially related to 

headquarter initiatives—in fact, the term ‘headquarter initiatives’ is largely 

missing from the literature on international strategy. This dissertation aims 

to fill this gap by exploring the phenomenon of headquarter strategic initia-

tives, defined as discrete schemes stemming from headquarters intended to 

alter the competitive position or scope of subsidiaries (cf. Lechner and Floyd, 

2012). I use the term ‘initiative’ to reflect how strategies proposed by head-

quarters are subject to dynamics not unlike those surrounding previously 
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studied subsidiary initiatives. Consequently, headquarter strategic initiatives 

must be filtered through subsidiaries to be realized (cf. Birkinshaw and Rid-

derstråle, 1999), often with changes during the process. 

(Lack of) attention to the local context 

When explaining the enablers of subsidiary autonomy within the MNE, in-

ternational business scholars tend to emphasize the role of subsidiary-spe-

cific resources and capabilities (Birkinshaw, 1996; Birkinshaw and Hood, 

1998; Rugman and Verbeke, 2001). These resources and capabilities can ei-

ther be in the possession of subsidiaries themselves, or accessible through 

local networks (Andersson et al., 2002; 2007). Research on the strategic role 

of subsidiaries often refers to resource dependency (Pfeffer and Salancik, 

1978), which was originally developed to explain relationships between or-

ganizations. While successfully adapted to the intra-MNE context, it has at-

tracted criticism. As argued by Oliver (1997), the assumptions made in 

resource dependency remain firm-specific and are not suitable to examine 

the context in which firms are embedded. 

Regarding the role of the local context of subsidiaries for international 

strategy, the integration-responsiveness framework remains ‘the model’ 

(Kostova, Marano and Tallman, 2016:179) in international management. 

Tracing its roots to early work by Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), it was first 

developed by Prahalad (1975) and extended during the 1980s (e.g., Bartlett 

and Ghoshal, 1989; Doz, Bartlett and Prahalad, 1981; Prahalad and Doz, 

1987). The integration-responsiveness framework proposes a versatile meta-

theme (Pant and Ramachandran, 2017) for MNEs that must balance two 

contradictory pressures of global integration and local responsiveness in their 

international business. While delineating a fundamental and empirically vali-

dated paradox, the framework has received criticism. After decades of dom-

inance, little remains known about the elusive ‘transnational’ quadrant in 

which both pressures are high (Verbeke and Asmussen, 2016). Most im-

portantly for the aims of this dissertation, this framework does not explain 

how strategic positions are met (Meyer et al., 2011; Westney, 2009). As the 

focus of the integration-responsiveness framework is on strategy content, 

there is no differentiation between demands and responses, since firms are 

implicitly assumed to have the insight and discretion necessary to choose an 
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optimal strategy that is aligned to such pressures (Venaik, Midgley and 

Devinney, 2004). In other words, the framework is agnostic as to whether 

the balance between global integration and local responsiveness refers to the 

relative strengths of the orthogonal pressures faced by firms, or to the result-

ing pursued international strategy. Therefore, while helpful in identifying the 

different positions that MNEs may take, the integration-responsiveness 

framework does not explain the internal and external maneuvering as strate-

gic positions are taken and tradeoffs are made. 

While the integration-responsiveness framework emphasizes the im-

portance of the business environment (Banerjee et al., in press; Kano and 

Verbeke, 2019), studies tend to brush aside the host country context as un-

specified local-level effects on the need for local adaptation (Doh, McGuire 

and Ozaki, 2015; Greenwood et al., 2011; Teagarden et al., 2018). Similarly, 

the business network view (e.g., Andersson et al., 2002; 2007), while empha-

sizing the host country business environment, does not provide explanations 

of the institutional environment of subsidiaries (Forsgren, 2013). Other man-

ifestations of the lack of contextual attention include the general ‘local envi-

ronment’ to which differentiated fit should be made (Nohria and Ghoshal, 

1994:492), and the vague ‘local environmental determinism’ on subsidiary 

roles (Birkinshaw and Hood, 1998:775). We know little about what this de-

terminism consists of, and how such exogenous demands manifest them-

selves in the international strategy of MNEs (Geppert and Dörrenbächer, 

2014). There is no doubt that resource endowments play an important role 

for subsidiary influence, but as argued by Meyer et al. (2011:237), resources 

are but one of two main dimensions in which subsidiary contexts vary. The 

other, largely overlooked, dimension is the institutional context to which 

subsidiaries partially belong. This dissertation gives the local context long-

overdue attention in international strategy by adding fine-grained analyses of 

the how subsidiary activities related to headquarter strategic initiatives stem 

partly from local institutions. 

As noted by Mintzberg (1978), a prerequisite to attaining a deliberate 

strategy, i.e., one that does not change as it is implemented, is that strategic 

planners have perfect information of the firm's external environment. This 

is highly unlikely in any organization and virtually impossible in MNEs with 

far-flung and diverse subsidiaries (Balogun and Johnson, 2004). Thus, the 
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MNE context adds additional dimensions of complexity to the task of strat-

egy formation, which has been recognized as inherently convoluted in do-

mestic settings (Ocasio and Joseph, 2005). Despite MNEs being compelling 

cases for studying the interaction between different inputs into strategy, few 

studies hitherto have done so. Acknowledging that MNEs may require dif-

ferent approaches to fully explain the international dimension of their strat-

egies (Tallman and Pedersen, 2015), I focus on the interaction between 

corporate and local pressures (Saka-Helmhout, Deeg and Greenwood, 2016), 

with subsidiaries acting as organizational middle managers resolving the two 

(Schotter and Beamish, 2011). 

Subsidiary duality and neo-institutionalism 

Institutional theory in organizational sociology relates to the fundamental 

question of why organizations tend to look and behave alike. Institutions are 

related to shared understandings of what is, and what is not, appropriate be-

havior (Zucker, 1983). These exist in parallel to other goals that organizations 

may have, such as financial performance or efficiency (Meyer and Rowan, 

1977). Therefore, organizations are not merely products of increasingly com-

plex technical or relational sophistication, but also of increasing rationaliza-

tion of rule-like understandings, i.e., institutions (Scott, 2014a). Beyond being 

a supply of resources and target of outputs, institutions provide meaning for 

organizations and their members (Silverman, 1971). Due to their agreed-

upon nature, institutions are often not formalized or made explicit, but can 

be found ‘from the conscious to the unconscious, from the legally enforced 

to the taken for granted’ (Hoffman 1997:36). In short, organizations are per-

meated with institutions, which in turn exist only to the degree that actors 

believe in and maintain them (Suddaby et al., 2010). 

In this dissertation, I adopt a neo-institutional approach which can be 

traced back to cognitive psychology, cultural studies, and ethnomethodology 

(Scott, 2014a). While the existing literature draws on different and sometimes 

conflicting assumptions, I adopt the definition of institutions provided by 

Scott (2014a:56) as ‘comprising regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive 

elements that, together with associated activities and resources, provide sta-

bility and meaning to social life.’ Here, regulative institutions include formal 

and informal rules that govern behavior and trigger sanctions when broken; 
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cognitive institutions encompass common symbolic representations that 

guide behavior by categorizing social phenomena; and normative institutions 

relate to moral judgments regarding what is right and wrong behavior. Com-

pared to classical institutionalism, neo-institutionalism pays more attention 

to the cognitive aspects of institutions (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991). 

Institutions exist in organizational fields, defined by DiMaggio and Pow-

ell (1983:148) as the aggregate of organizations that comprise institutional 

life, including regulatory agencies, suppliers, consumers, and related associa-

tions. It is often difficult to clearly delineate which actors are part of any 

specific organizational field, since different actors differ in their centrality 

and influence (Zietsma et al., 2017). As put by Ferguson (1995:598), an or-

ganizational field ‘constructs a social universe in which all participants are at 

once producers and consumers, caught in a complex web of social, political 

and cultural relations that they themselves have woven and continue to 

weave.’ Fields differ in their level of institutionalization and can be charac-

terized as emergent or mature (Greenwood and Suddaby, 2006; Maguire et 

al., 2004), depending on age, number of actors within the same organizational 

field, and the level of agreement among those actors. 

By dictating what is appropriate behavior, institutions constrain the be-

havior of actors pertaining to the same organizational field. At the same time, 

institutions provide guidelines and rationalization for how to act (Scott, 

2014a). Early neo-institutional research emphasized how institutions are re-

sistant to change (Jepperson, 1991), as they by definition are ‘highly estab-

lished and culturally sanctioned action patterns and expectations’ (Lincoln et 

al., 1986:340). However, the role of agency has increasingly gained attention 

as the field has evolved (Scott, 2014b). Due to the inherent contradiction 

with the isomorphic forces that form the foundation of neo-institutionalism 

(Hasselbladh and Kallinikos, 2000), the concept of institutional agency re-

mains shrouded in elusiveness (Abdelnour et al., 2017; Emirbayer and 

Mische, 1998:962). Still, the acknowledgment of agency has propelled the 

field forward, spurring research on how actors maintain and challenge insti-

tutions through institutional work (e.g., Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2011), 

and how some may seek to introduce new institutions through institutional 

entrepreneurship (e.g., Battilana, Leca and Boxenbaum, 2009). Tsui-Auch 

and Chow (in press) make a distinction between ‘earlier’ and ‘recent’ neo-
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institutional theory, where the latter recognizes the role of agency. A more 

theorized approach is Furnari's (2018) division of institutional fields as fields 

of structure or fields of play, where the latter implies how fields are contested 

as actors compete to maintain or change the current order to gain advantages 

(Fligstein and McAdam, 2012; Hoffman, 1999). 

These developments have proven controversial. According to some 

scholars, an overemphasis on agency risks undermining the foundations of 

neo-institutionalism (Alvesson and Spicer, 2019). When organizations are re-

garded as ‘hypermuscular supermen’ (Suddaby, 2010:15, see also Bitektine 

and Haack, 2015), free not only to resist pressures for conformity but also to 

alter institutions, actors are rendered as independent variables rather than 

dependent ones (Goodrick and Salancik, 1996; Greenwood, Hinings and 

Whetten, 2014). The result is a potential loss of coherence in the field, which 

is already divided by conflicting assumptions regarding core concepts 

(Suddaby, 2010). 

The concept of agency, however, is not entirely new in institutional the-

ory. While stating that institutions are enduring features that provide solidity 

to social, Giddens (1984:14) acknowledges the possibility of deviating from 

institutions: ‘to be able to “act otherwise” means being able to intervene in 

the world, or to refrain from such intervention, with the effect of influencing 

a specific process or state of affairs’. Similar reasoning about power in the 

face of institutional processes can be found in Bourdieu (1977). Therefore, 

the notion that individual actors may act not only to maintain but also to 

change institutions is not as novel as a quick reading of institutional theory 

makes it seem (Scott, 2014a). In this dissertation, I aim for a reconciliation 

of the dichotomy of institutions as fields of either structure or play (cf. Fur-

nari, 2018). This is done by explicitly addressing the middle ground of em-

bedded agency with its underresearched paradoxes (DiMaggio and Powell, 

1991; Holm, 1995; Seo and Creed, 2002), stemming from the contradiction 

that organizations subject to isomorphic pressures are able and willing to 

deviate from such pressures (Leca, Battilana and Boxenbaum, 2008; Scott, 

2010; Sine and David, 2010)). 
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Extant preoccupation with the constraining effects of institutions 

While institutional theory has gained increasing attention in international 

business studies (Cantwell, Dunning and Lundan, 2010; Henisz and 

Swaminathan, 2008), unexplored avenues remain and some established prac-

tices are being called into question (Jackson and Deeg, 2008, 2019; Stahl et 

al., 2016; van Hoorn and Maseland, 2016). Most importantly, there has been 

an emphasis on how institutions act as constraints (Cuervo-Cazurra, 

Mudambi and Pedersen, 2019; Meyer et al., 2009). This is rooted in the as-

sumptions that foreignness is primarily a liability (Hymer, 1976; Zaheer, 

1995) that incurs additional costs on MNEs in host countries (Eden and Mil-

ler, 2004; Luo and Mezias, 2002). 

As a consequence of the emphasis on liabilities of foreignness, research 

has addressed how MNEs try to mitigate such constraints (Brouthers and 

Brouthers, 2000; Chan and Makino, 2007). Since foreignness and the effect 

of institutional differences (Jackson and Deeg, 2019) are conceptualized as a 

lack of fit between home and host countries, the traditional solution to bridge 

institutional distance is through the local adaptation of strategy (Hillman and 

Wan, 2005; Husted et al., 2016; Oetzel and Doh, 2009; Salomon and Wu, 

2012). This approach, in which the ultimate question is how MNEs choose 

an optimal strategy that is well-fitted to assumedly monolithic institutional 

settings, borrows heavily from transaction cost theory (Jackson and Deeg, 

2008). Costs arise both from learning about and adjusting to host country 

environments (Brouthers, 2002; Fortwengel, 2017a; Lundan and Li, 2019). It 

is further argued that liabilities of foreignness must be offset by firm-specific 

advantages gained in the home country (Hashai and Buckley, 2014; Hymer, 

1976). To reduce costs, it is assumed that MNEs avoid distant countries 

(Dunning, 1998; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; Saka-Helmhout et al., 2016). 

In short, the phenomena of interest have been MNE disadvantages and the 

(in)ability to conform to host country norms and practices (Kostova and Za-

heer, 1999; Xu and Shenkar, 2002; Zaheer and Mosakowski, 1997). 

Forsgren (2013) proposes three characteristics of institutional theory that 

differ from other treatments of MNEs: (1) focusing on the firm as a whole; 

(2) emphasizing organic rather than means-oriented processes; and (3) rec-

ognizing the MNE-environment interplay in its entirety. However, theoreti-

cal and empirical approaches to institutional theory in international business 
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studies have been criticized as lacking, as argued by an increasing number of 

scholars (e.g., Aguilera and Grøgaard, 2019; Jackson and Deeg, 2008; Saka-

Helmhout et al., 2016; van Hoorn and Maseland, 2016). In a 10-year retro-

spective of the impact of their seminal 2008 critique, Jackson and Deeg con-

clude that ‘neo-institutional theory remains a surprisingly remote meta-

theory, out of context from the specifics of the social and political context 

of MNEs’ (2019:6). Theoretical approaches are disparate as scholars mix dif-

ferent types of institutional theories (Aguilera and Grøgaard, 2019; Barner-

Rasmussen et al., 2010). 

A widely cited point of criticism is what Jackson and Deeg (2008) deem 

the ‘thinness’ of empirical treatments of institutions in international business 

studies. Above all, inherently reductionist variable-based summary indicators 

that aim to capture values across national or institutional contexts remain 

dominant. The implicit assumption in such distance indices is isomorphism, 

and larger institutional distance equals more severe constraints (Meyer et al., 

2009). This, however, is not necessarily due to MNEs and subsidiaries being 

socialized by institutions. Instead, MNE actors tend to be conceptualized as 

rational and cost avoiding (Jackson and Deeg, 2019). While applicable on the 

macro level where MNEs show marginal preferences, this dissertation aims 

to go back to rich, detailed accounts of institutional environments that take 

into account interdependent structures and systems within an organizational 

field (Henisz and Swaminathan, 2008). 

Criticism is also directed toward empirical bias. Borrowing heavily from 

institutional economics (Kostova and Hult, 2016), there is a focus on formal 

institutions (North, 1990), such as how political risk (Delios and Henisz, 

2000) or different regulatory systems and legal norms (Brouthers, 2002; 

Meyer and Nguyen, 2005; Ricart et al., 2004) affect transaction costs for 

MNEs. Thus, in international business research, adaptations of institutional 

theory, regulatory and normative institutional pillars have been given prefer-

ence over cognitive differences (Ang, Benischke and Doh, 2015). Often, as 

with research on institutional voids (Khanna and Palepu, 1997), the focus is 

on the ‘quality’ of institutions, with an implicit benchmark—usually the U.S. 

(Jackson and Deeg, 2019). 
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Limitations of cultural distance 

When studying cultural-cognitive institutions, international business scholars 

often turn to cross-cultural perspectives (e.g. Hofstede, 1980; Kogut and 

Singh, 1988). National-level cultural distance has long been a core compo-

nent in international business studies (Caprar, Devinney, Kirkman and Ca-

ligiuri, 2015; Leung et al., 2005). Countless studies have used cultural distance 

as an independent variable to investigate a wide variety of MNE phenomena, 

ranging from macro-level entry modes, cross-border knowledge transfer and 

joint venture performance to micro-level leadership styles and expatriate 

placement success. 

For all its dominance, criticism toward current conceptualizations and 

operationalizations of culture (e.g., Harzing, 2003; Shenkar, 2001; Shenkar, 

Luo and Yeheskel, 2008; Tung and Verbeke, 2010) has in the last few years 

grown in urgency and acceptance among scholars. This has spurred several 

special issues and calls for future agendas, as consensus is beginning to form 

regarding the many limitations of the extant treatment of culture in interna-

tional business studies (Beugelsdijk, Kostova and Roth, 2017; Kirkman, 

Lowe and Gibson, 2017; Tung and Stahl, 2018). This is further strengthened 

as six out of seven recent meta-analyses of cultural distance as an independ-

ent variable found small, if not insignificant, effects (Maseland, Dow and 

Steel, 2018). As with other recent critiques of extant treatments of cultural 

distance (e.g., Harzing and Pudelko, 2016; Kirkman et al., 2017), Tung and 

Stahl (2018) offer advice for future studies: (1) broadening the definition of 

culture and going beyond values; (2) taking in context and process by explor-

ing the situation-dependent and dynamic nature of culture; and (3) widening 

the methodological scope. 

The approach taken in this dissertation addresses all three points of ad-

vice. By taking on a neo-institutional perspective that emphasizes cultural-

cognitive pillars along other facets of institutions, I pay attention not only to 

cultural values or traits, but also to taken-for-granted practices and judgments 

in host country institutional fields. The second point is covered below, as I 

acknowledge the limited but undeniable agency of dually embedded MNE 

subsidiaries. Last, as explained in the Methods section, the dissertation is 

based on first-hand qualitative data that is tailored to capture issue-specific 
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institutions, rather than general, national-level institutions or distance be-

tween home and host countries. 

The untapped promise of the MNE for institutional theory 

The MNE context presents several challenges to organizational theory in 

general (Scott, 1983:172) and neo-institutional theory in particular (Kostova, 

Roth and Dacin, 2008; Saka-Helmhout et al., 2016). However, as argued by 

Jackson and Deeg (2008:545), institutionalist research within the field of in-

ternational business assumes that MNEs are ‘unitary, rational, and self-inter-

ested actors with stable preferences’. This is one way in which the 

international business literature has had difficulty in fully utilizing the multi-

national context to inform institutional theory (McGaughey, Kumaraswamy 

and Liesch, 2016; Saka-Helmhout et al., 2016). Thus, the absence of multi-

national perspectives in neo-institutionalism is not a result of incommensura-

bility but rather due to neglect (Gooderham, Nordhaug and Ringdal, 1999; 

Scott, 1983:172). While organizations in general are less univocal than com-

monly assumed (Meyer and Höllerer, 2014), this is particularly pronounced 

at MNEs where geographically scattered subsidiaries bring internal hetero-

geneity. Despite this, most studies on MNEs adopting institutional theory 

are on the corporate level of analysis, where dynamics within the MNE are 

not observable (Crilly, 2011). This dissertation takes on an explicitly intraor-

ganizational perspective, addressing how institutions are handled ‘from the 

inside-out’ as suggested by Crilly and Sloan (2012:1174), i.e., how institutions 

penetrate organizational boundaries and shape action and behavior in inter-

national strategy. This is a step away from the perspective of institutions as 

constraints to be overcome and toward an acknowledgment of how institu-

tions shape MNEs (Jackson and Deeg, 2008). 

Due to their unique characteristics, MNEs may be instrumental in ad-

dressing the paradox of embedded agency in neo-institutionalism. As pro-

posed in recent research (Kostova et al., 2008; Regnér and Edman, 2014), 

foreignness and multinationality are the two ways in which MNEs differ in 

nature from their domestic counterparts regarding local institutions. In con-

trast to how firm-specific resources and capabilities are leveraged by MNEs 

to overcome liabilities of foreignness (Rugman and Verbeke, 2001), foreign-

ness and multinationality give rise to advantages. These advantages alter the 
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discretion of MNE subsidiaries when responding to pressures from existing 

institutions (Oliver, 1991). Research suggests that opportunities for MNEs 

increase with institutional distance (Dikova, 2009) and studies have begun to 

explore the related concept of ‘liability of localness’ (Jiang and Stening, 2013; 

Perez-Batres and Eden, 2008). This liability is not limited to firms from 

emerging economies with obvious impairments related to resources and ca-

pabilities, but due to localness itself (Un, 2016). 

MNE subsidiaries are foreign. While extant research has paid attention to 

the many liabilities of foreignness, recent studies have shown how foreign-

ness comes with advantages. Some use the term assets of foreignness (Mallon 

and Fainshmidt, 2017) to point at advantages gained from the home country 

(e.g., Delios and Beamish, 2001; Sethi et al., 2002). Others look at the state 

of foreignness itself and how it may give MNEs advantages in host countries 

(e.g., Edman, 2016; Nachum, 2010; Regnér and Edman, 2014; Shi and Ho-

skisson, 2012; Un, 2011). A large part of the foreignness advantage lies in the 

different expectations placed on foreign actors when compared to domestic 

ones (Edman, 2016; Gu and Lu, 2014). This relaxes isomorphic pressures on 

MNE subsidiaries and enables them to leverage ‘creative institutional devi-

ance’ (Shi and Hoskisson, 2012) not available to domestic firms. In addition 

to a relaxation of isomorphic pressures, foreign actors may also actively seek 

to distance themselves from such pressures to keep advantages of foreign-

ness (Edman, 2016; Saka-Helmhout et al., 2016). 

Foreignness, however, is not as binary or clear-cut as it may seem but 

varies across firms and contexts (Petersen and Pedersen, 2002). This is partly 

due to tweaking on behalf of the MNE and subsidiaries (Luo et al., 2002). 

There are many ways in which foreignness can be adjusted, often through 

maintaining home country or global human resource management systems 

(Fey and Björkman, 2001), using expatriate managers (Gaur, Delios and 

Singh, 2007) or host country nationals from certain subgroups (Siegel, Pyun 

and Cheon, 2019). Thus, MNE subsidiaries may seek legitimacy not with the 

dominant host country logic, but with that of its identity as a foreign actor 

(Edman, 2016). The creation of foreign logics, however, is not entirely in the 

hands of foreign actors, but only happens in conjunction with local institu-

tional forces. Edman (2016:84) proposes a ‘cultivation’ metaphor to empha-

size how MNEs and subsidiaries ‘take on the role of fostering and buttressing 
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exogenously assigned identities’. By defining legitimate majority identities, 

institutions also define legitimate minority identities, in effect enabling or-

ganizational agency (Glynn, 2008; Pant and Ramachandran, 2017). 

In addition to foreignness, multinationality is another source of subsidiary 

institutional agency (Kostova et al., 2008; Mallon and Fainshmidt, 2017; Reg-

nér and Edman, 2014). By definition, MNEs are spread out across several 

different institutional environments (Djelic, 2008; Westney, 1993), each with 

their own sets of regulative, cognitive, and normative institutions that define 

expected behavior (D'Aunno et al., 2000; Orr and Scott, 2008). Thus, multi-

nationality implies a high level of institutional complexity (Narula, 2014; 

Roth and Kostova, 2003; Saka-Helmhout et al., 2016). This marks a differ-

ence in kind to the empirical bulk of early neo-institutionalism, which con-

sists of organizations pertaining to a single institutional environment 

(Phillips, Tracey and Karra, 2009) and in single countries. While institutions 

in single settings foster stability, multinationality leads to a situation of com-

plexity (D’Aunno et al., 1991; Kostova et al., 2008). The larger the degree of 

multinationality, the larger the variance in institutional pressures an MNE is 

subject to (Kostova and Zaheer, 1999). This makes across-the-board con-

formity unfeasible for MNEs (Marano and Kostova, 2016), requiring choices 

and tradeoffs to be made regarding which pressures to prioritize (Green-

wood et al., 2011; Kraatz and Block, 2008). 

A mechanism by which multinational complexity drives institutional 

agency is reflexivity (Clark and Ramachandran, 2019; Regnér and Edman, 

2014; Un, 2016), defined as the awareness and ability to consider behavior 

and solutions beyond those of embedded actors (Boxenbaum and Battilana, 

2005; Mutch, 2007). As put by Greenwood et al. (2011:352), reflexivity may 

‘remove an organization from the imperative force of logics—“seeing” the 

contradictions between institutional prescriptions, paradoxically, may liber-

ate an organization’. 

Implications of subsidiary institutional agency 

Foreignness and multinationality do not automatically neutralize pressures 

for conformity, creating a state of ‘institutional freedom’ (Kostova et al., 

2008:999) in which MNEs have unlimited discretion. While not determinis-

tic, institutional pressures still exert an influence on organizations acting in 
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pluralistic environments (Kraatz and Block, 2008). There is much evidence 

for how MNE subsidiaries conform with local institutions, rather than what 

is being demanded and expected from the corporate context (e.g., Husted et 

al., 2016). Nevertheless, the unique characteristics of MNEs may allow for 

forms and levels of institutional agency usually not available to domestic 

firms. Below, I cover two ways in which subsidiary institutional agency may 

show: through responses other than conformity; and through efforts to 

change local institutions. 

It is not uncommon for organizations facing the same institutional pres-

sures to respond in different ways (Fiss and Zajac, 2006; Philippe and Durand, 

2011). This allows firm-level explanations (Zajac and Westphal, 1994) as well 

as degrees of receptivity (Delmas and Toffel, 2008; Hoffman, 1997), instead 

of seeing isomorphic pressures as a binary variable (Durand and Jourdan, 

2012). This is especially pronounced in firms facing institutional complexity 

(Pache and Santos, 2010; 2013). However, in international business studies 

where the focus is on the constraining effect of institutions, MNEs are largely 

seen as ‘institution takers’ (Jackson and Deeg, 2019:6) that only refrain from 

local adaptation if hampered by the home country. In other words, there is 

an assumption of an ‘either-or’ logic where MNEs choose which set of pres-

sures to conform to, and reject alternative ones (Kostova et al., 2008; Nell et 

al., 2015). 

Considering foreignness, multinationality and duality, MNE subsidiaries 

are fruitful ground to explore different institutional responses (Aaltonen and 

Sivonen, 2009; Kostova et al., 2008). Especially when facing demands from 

headquarters that conflict with local institutions, subsidiaries are forced to 

find trade-offs that somehow cater to both the corporate and the local insti-

tutional environment—something that may necessitate new types of re-

sponses. Husted et al. (2016) find lower levels of isomorphism at MNE 

subsidiaries compared to their domestic counterparts. Holm et al. (2017) 

build on Oliver's (1991) five strategic responses to institutions and add Pache 

and Santos' (2013) idea of selective coupling to the response portfolio of 

subsidiaries. Furthermore, Regnér and Edman show how MNE subsidiaries 

not only adapt but also circumvent, innovate, and engage in arbitrage when 

responding to local institutions. This mirrors developments in the intersec-

tion of organization theory and strategic management to catch up to 
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advances on agency and responses (Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Durand and 

Kremp, 2016; Zhao et al., 2017). 

In addition to different types of responses, there are several other char-

acteristics of subsidiary responses that are important to point out. Responses 

can be fragmented, in that subsidiaries simultaneously may respond differ-

ently to different institutional facets as they reconcile conflicting and contra-

dictory pressures (Ahmadjian, 2016). Additionally, responses may shift over 

time (Holm et al., 2017; Raaijmakers et al., 2015; Tilcsik, 2010). In the context 

of subsidiaries, perhaps the most salient issue is the convoluted and interac-

tive nature of dual pressures. As an example, Nell et al. (2015) found not only 

that corporate political activity was a way for subsidiaries to gain legitimacy 

that differs from the traditional responses of isomorphism and ceremonial 

adaptation, but also that this correlation grew stronger when combined with 

high pressures within the MNE. 

Institutional responses seeking to enact institutional change are those char-

acterized by the least amount of conformity. Such actions imply effects on 

institutions rather than MNEs and have not received much attention in in-

ternational business studies (Oetzel and Doh, 2009), where the direction of 

causality has had MNE performance, learning, knowledge transfer and other 

activity domains as the dependent variables. 

What has been done, however, echoes findings in recent organization 

theory on how actors with multiple embeddedness may introduce novelties 

that initiate institutional change (Boxenbaum and Battilana, 2005; Sauder, 

2008). Regnér and Edman (2014) suggest ‘innovation’ as an institutional re-

sponse of MNE subsidiaries. Research has also been made on how MNEs 

drive global adoption of CSR (Guler, Guillén and Macpherson, 2002), intel-

lectual property protection regulation (Brandl, Derendelo and Mudambi, 

2018) and financial reporting standards (Koning, Mertens and Roosenboom, 

2018), effectively enacting local change. 

Edman (2016) investigates the interplay between MNEs and domestic 

firms in international institutional change. In his study of foreign banks in 

Japan, MNEs could introduce norm-breaking practices, but it was domestic 

actors who drove local change and institutionalization. This suggests how 

MNEs are not unbound by institutional pressures, but play different roles 

than more central, domestic firms. Thus, institutional change by MNEs 
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needs a ‘balance between adaptation and co-evolution’ (Cantwell et al., 

2010:577; McGaughey et al., 2016, see also Madhok and Liu, 2006). Ac-

knowledging the reciprocal malleability and dynamics of the firm as well as 

the institutional environment is important in finding a middle way between 

firm-specificity and environmental determinism, as has been pointed out in 

international business (Cantwell et al., 2010; Cuervo-Cazurra et al., 2019; 

Kostova et al., 2008; Regnér and Edman, 2014) and strategic management 

(Ahuja et al., 2018; Deephouse, 1999; Zhao et al., 2017). 

Little attention to issues of strategy 

Extant research adopting institutional theory on headquarter-subsidiary rela-

tions focuses on practice transfer, rather than strategy. Examples include 

studies on transfer of human resource management practices (Björkman et 

al., 2007; Ferner, Almond and Colling, 2005), operations management prac-

tices (Kostova and Roth, 2002), management practices (Fortwengel, 2017b); 

corporate social responsibility practices (Durand and Jacqueminet, 2015) and 

knowledge transfer (Michailova and Mustaffa, 2012). Kostova and Roth 

(2002) draw a distinction between implementation and internalization and 

explain how ceremonial adoption results when practices are formally imple-

mented by subsidiaries but not infused with value. In the same vein, Ferner 

et al. (2005) use neo-institutionalist constructs introduced by Oliver (1991) 

when explaining how isomorphic pulls from headquarters can clash with, and 

often lose out to, local demands for conformity. In their study, institutions 

mattered to the extent that conclusions include calls for caution regarding 

the validity of models emphasizing firm-specific advantages. This points at 

the pervasiveness of local institutional pressures and accentuates the need of 

giving attention to such issues not only when studying practice implementa-

tion but also international strategy, as in this dissertation. 

In sum, I build upon research and gaps in the intersections of strategy, 

neo-institutionalism, and headquarter-subsidiary relations. While the litera-

ture on the parenting advantage of headquarters has identified and explored 

its administrative and entrepreneurial roles, subsidiary-centric research has 

emphasized autonomy and entrepreneurial functions. What is missing is an 

account of how subsidiaries act as administrators of initiatives coming from 

headquarters. Specifically, we know less about initiatives related to issues of 
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strategy rather than practices, and the role of local institutions rather than 

subsidiary-specific resources and capabilities. The focal phenomenon of in-

terest is thus how subsidiary duality in-between corporate and local contexts 

is reflected in the international strategy of MNEs, where headquarters are 

limited in local insight and attention. Since this phenomenon is not fully ex-

plained by the integration-responsiveness framework, resource-based per-

spectives, or cross-cultural theory, I turn to neo-institutionalism. Doing so, I 

acknowledge how local institutions act not only as constraints to be over-

come but as a source of meaning to social life that is shared within organiza-

tional fields, to which subsidiaries partially belong. At the same time, the 

partialness of subsidiary duality has consequences for the local institutional 

agency of subsidiaries. Recognizing the implications of foreignness and mul-

tinationality of MNE subsidiaries without disregarding the pervasive effects 

of local institutions, this dissertation aims to provide a ‘thicker’ view of insti-

tutions and their complex interplay with MNEs. On a higher level of abstrac-

tion, I want to provide a complementary reading of the term ‘international 

strategy’, where local institutions are partially managed by local subsidiaries  

who act as administrators of headquarter strategic initiatives. 

Framework 

In this section, I propose a tentative framework mapping focal concepts to 

be addressed in the separate papers. Altogether, the framework follows 

Mintzberg’s (1978) basic idea that strategy is formed, rather than formulated, 

by several actors and their actions, effectively blurring the distinction be-

tween strategy formulation and implementation. Few, if any, strategies are 

expected to come out of the process unchanged, as different actors add input 

according to their needs (Ansari, Fiss and Zajac, 2010). In the MNE context, 

I focus on how local institutions, as filtered by subsidiaries, act as emergent 

elements in international strategy. In short, I study how local institutions 

partly form headquarter strategic initiatives during the implementation phase. 

In addition, as a consequence of subsidiary duality, outcomes are not limited 

to how strategic initiatives turn out, but also to the local institutional context 

itself. 
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The acknowledgment of emergent elements in international strategy im-

plies a questioning of top-down rationalistic perspectives where subsidiaries 

act according to headquarter expectations (Aharoni, 2010). Simultaneously, 

institutional explanations have drawbacks of their own, since the local insti-

tutional agency of subsidiaries is largely neglected (Kostova et al., 2008). In 

Figure 2 below, pressures from headquarters and local institutions are given 

equal attention, as is the limited but undeniable agency of subsidiaries toward 

both. 

Figure 2. Tentative framework of local institutions in international strategy 

 

Inputs 

Headquarter strategic initiatives are defined as discrete schemes stemming from 

headquarters intended to alter the competitive position or scope of subsidi-

aries (cf. Lechner and Floyd, 2012). They are part of the entrepreneurial role 

of headquarters, with subsidiaries acting as administrators on the receiving 

end. Headquarter strategic initiatives are imposed onto subsidiaries through 

headquarter pressures, which may differ radically between initiatives and subsid-

iaries. The nature of strategic initiatives and related headquarter pressures  

may be different than what has been observed for practices (e.g., Björkman 

et al., 2007; Kostova and Roth, 2002). 
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Local institutional pressures act as the other main source of inputs. An insti-

tutional perspective is suitable when addressing emergent elements in inter-

national strategy, since it accounts for the ambiguous duality of subsidiaries 

that exist in-between corporate and host country contexts (Meyer et al., 

2011). Not unlike headquarters, local institutions exert important albeit not 

necessarily deterministic pressures on subsidiaries as they handle headquarter 

strategic initiatives. Acknowledging that local institutions matter for strategy 

does not start and end with clear-cut, non-negotiable demands that can only 

be met by local adaptation, as is assumed in contingency models. Instead, 

institutional pressures for conformity are not merely adapted to but may fun-

damentally shape the realized strategy (Greenwood et al., 2011) by permeat-

ing organizations and socializing actors (Jackson and Deeg, 2008), including 

MNE subsidiaries. 

Frameworks developed for institutional pressures have been successfully 

applied to the intraorganizational context, e.g., Ferner et al.'s (2005) usage of 

Oliver’s (1991) strategic responses when studying the international transfer 

of human resource practices in MNEs. Some scholars have proposed the 

existence of intraorganizational institutional environments in MNEs 

(Ghoshal and Westney, 1993; Kostova and Zaheer, 1999), arguing that or-

ganizations have their own structures that make some behavior and practices 

more legitimate than others. While there are undeniable parallels to the pres-

sures exerted by headquarters on subsidiaries and those emanating from the 

local environment, I do not conceptualize the MNE as an institutional envi-

ronment. Rather, in this dissertation I use the vocabulary of headquarter 

pressures related to strategic initiatives, which may be imposed upon subsid-

iaries through specific demands due to the hierarchical nature of the relation-

ship between headquarters and subsidiaries. These demands are not typically 

observed in organizational fields, where actors are bound together by quali-

tatively different ties and pressures are exerted in other ways. 

Subsidiary 

Being in a state of duality, the subsidiary is the intermediate black box in the 

international strategy process. As recommended by Venaik et al. (2004), the 

tentative framework separates inputs and outputs, acknowledging that the 

same set of pressures may lead to different outcomes depending on 
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subsidiary behavior. Albeit characterized by formal authority, headquarter 

pressures do not by default exert a stronger influence than local institutions. 

Subsidiaries do not simply respond to different ‘pulls’ from headquarters and 

local institutions and are neither passive implementers of corporate strategy 

nor ‘institutional dopes’ (cf. Hirsch and Lounsbury, 1997). Instead, subsidi-

aries may utilize their ambiguous position to gain and exert power. As sug-

gested by Andersson et al. (2007), subsidiary power can be used not only to 

resist control, but also to exert influence. Thus, institutions may be a com-

plementary source of subsidiary influence within the firm (Ferner et al., 

2005). Simultaneously, subsidiary duality may allow for agency vis-à-vis local 

institutions, as subsidiaries ‘manipulate, negotiate, and partially construct 

their institutional environments’ (Kostova et al., 2008:1001). 

In this dissertation I adopt an intraorganizational level of analysis, ac-

knowledging that MNEs are heterogeneous entities composed of semi-au-

tonomous subsidiaries (Ambos, Asakawa and Ambos, 2011). While at 

different levels of analysis, there are notable parallels between research on 

headquarter-subsidiary relations and research on the strategic input of middle 

managers, both of which challenge top-down conceptualizations (see 

Wooldridge, Schmid and Floyd, 2008 for a review). Findings from these 

streams of research make it clear that middle managers, along with other or-

ganizational members, have a crucial role in the realization of strategies. In 

MNEs, the semi-autonomous status of subsidiaries implies distance between 

governance and operational channels (cf. Ocasio and Joseph, 2005). This dis-

tance is potentially longer than in the domestic contexts due to the crossing 

of national borders, providing fertile ground for studies on emergent ele-

ments in international strategy. 

Outputs 

As subsidiaries are subject to often conflicting pressures emanating from 

headquarters and local institutions when handling headquarter strategic initi-

atives, they enact responses toward strategy and institutional outcomes. Strat-

egy outcomes are defined as observable patterns in streams of action (Mintzberg 

and Waters, 1985) related to the focal headquarter strategic initiative. As per 

the different inputs, strategy outcomes may contain elements from headquar-

ters, local institutions, and subsidiaries. Since subsidiaries have agency vis-à-
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vis headquarters as well as local institutions, strategy outcomes can vary 

within the same MNE. Similar to what has been shown for practice transfer 

(Ferner et al., 2005; Kostova and Roth, 2002), the formation of strategy could 

be a negotiated process rather than a binary implementation issue. Conse-

quently, strategy outcomes may range from changing the initiative according 

to what is prescribed by local institutions, to enforcing the initiative locally 

as-is. 

Institutional outcomes account for the other type of result of the same inter-

national strategy process. While MNEs and subsidiaries are subject to insti-

tutional pressures for conformity, they may in some cases be able to wield 

agency to respond differently, or even act to influence local institutions (Reg-

nér and Edman, 2014). This is not unique to MNEs and their subsidiaries 

but may also happen at domestic firms: research has found that organizations 

facing the same institutional pressures respond in different ways (Fiss and 

Zajac, 2006; Kostova and Roth, 2002; Philippe and Durand, 2011). This 

opens for degrees of receptivity (Delmas and Toffel, 2008; Hoffman, 1997), 

rather than seeing isomorphic pressures as a binary variable (Durand and 

Jourdan, 2012). However, due to the inherently ambiguous position of sub-

sidiaries stemming from foreignness and multinationality, there may be more 

variance in the institutional outcomes of MNE headquarter strategic initia-

tives. While institutional outcomes rarely include institutional change, one 

way to meet certain strategy outcomes is not by adapting headquarter strate-

gic initiatives, but by influencing institutions accordingly. 

Altogether, the above tentative framework summarizes the bricolage of 

relevant concepts surrounding the focal phenomenon of subsidiary duality 

in MNE international strategy. This concludes the front end of the disserta-

tion overview, before turning to the ways in which I carried out the research 

and how my results contribute to the literature by filling in the different 

boxes and arrows in the framework. 

Method 

Below, I give an overview of the methodology used in the dissertation. De-

tails, particularly related to data analysis, can be found in each of the four 

papers, all of which have their methods tweaked to best address their 
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respective research questions. In this overview, I focus on overarching meth-

odological issues, case briefs, considerations related to data collection and 

issues of validity and reliability (Gibbert, Ruigrok and Wicki, 2008) that in 

the interest of space were omitted from the papers. 

Research approach 

I chose a qualitative case study approach to address the focal phenomenon 

of how subsidiaries handle pressures from headquarter and local institutions 

in international strategy. The task at hand is not to calibrate theory or estab-

lish the existence and extent of different effects (e.g., institutional distance) 

on outcomes (e.g., performance). For such aims, large-n cross-sectional re-

search designs are more suitable (Aguilera and Grøgaard, 2019). Rather, I 

aim to uncover activities inside the headquarter strategic initiative process 

(cf. Brown and Duguid, 2001) and build theory where extant explanations 

are inadequate (Miles and Huberman, 1994). For this, a case study design is 

suitable since it is geared toward investigating underlying mechanisms which 

may be difficult, if not impossible, to quantify (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

As stated by Sayer (2004:11), there is a difference between statistical gen-

eralization that determines how extensive phenomena are, and abstraction 

that ‘explain what produces particular states and changes, but do not neces-

sarily indicate their distribution, frequency and regularity’. Instead of coming 

to terms with the frequency of phenomena in the social world, qualitative 

methods seek meaning (van Maanen, 1979:520). Consequently, case studies 

are not limited to the exploration of ideas, but also result in contextualized 

explanations of causality. Thus, this dissertation sets out to establish analyti-

cal generalization that is based on the local causality of the studied cases, 

rather than statistically significant correlations that are valid for larger popu-

lations (Tsoukas, 1989). Analytical generalization is another form of infer-

ence, which ultimately is the goal of all research (King, Keohane and Verba, 

1994). 

The unit of analysis in this dissertation is the headquarter strategic initia-

tive. I study one initiative each in three MNEs across the same three regions, 

resulting in a total of ten headquarter-subsidiary dyads (due to the inclusion 

of two subsidiaries in the same region for one of the MNEs). To account for 

intraorganizational heterogeneity within MNEs, I chose a multiple-case 
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design the allows for larger diversity and variance than in a single-n study. 

This implies sacrificing analytical depth for breadth, but I argue that the gains 

for contrasting how the same headquarter strategic initiative played out in 

different subsidiaries outweigh the loss in insight for each individual case. 

Having a multiple case study design allows the researcher to follow a repli-

cation logic (Yin, 2013) in which findings are constantly contrasted and jux-

taposed as generalizable theoretical concepts are developed (Eisenhardt, 

1989). Furthermore, having multiple cases minimizes the risk of ending up 

with a biased view of the focal phenomenon and conclusions based on the 

idiosyncrasies of a single setting (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007). Ten sub-

sidiaries of three MNEs across the same three regions are sufficient for the-

oretical saturation to be reached without leading to an overwhelming amount 

of data (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

Qualitative research in international business studies 

The domain of international business studies has been slow in recognizing 

the value of qualitative research (Ambos et al., 2011; Doz, 2011), although 

such methods have been gaining acceptance in the broader field of manage-

ment (Burgelman, 2011; Welch et al., 2011). Several calls for more qualitative 

research in international business have recently been made (Birkinshaw, 

Brannen and Tung, 2011; Cuervo-Cazurra et al., 2016), and the ability to gen-

erate and build theory to explain complex phenomena has been pointed out 

as particularly valuable for research on subsidiaries (Birkinshaw and Hood, 

1998; Dörrenbächer and Geppert, 2009). 

An emphasis on subsidiary influence in strategy looks beyond senior 

management plans and action, targeting instead ‘what is done and what is not 

done’ (Balogun, Huff and Johnson, 2003:199) at the natural setting of MNE 

subsidiaries. To explain why plans and action may differ, one must have an 

understanding of matters that are often tacit and thus difficult to observe 

from a distance, instead requiring more intrusive methods (Chakravarthy and 

Doz, 1992). The methodological choices made in this dissertation direct 

more attention toward the ‘micro’, such as the arguments used to challenge 

headquarter plans, while simultaneously making connections to ‘macro’ in-

stitutions, such as longstanding local traditions. This bridging (cf. Coleman, 

1990) is a step toward a better inclusion of micro-level constructs in the field 
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of international business, which has always been slanted toward the macro 

(Foss and Pedersen, 2002). 

In contrast to cross-sectional research where institutional distance has 

proven valuable as an independent variable, this dissertation revolves around 

the ambiguous effects of local institutional pressures on MNE subsidiaries, 

which may follow isomorphic pressures to a lesser extent than do their do-

mestic counterparts (Kostova et al., 2008; Regnér and Edman, 2014). To 

reach the core mechanisms beyond subsidiary input in headquarter strategy 

initiatives, rather than measuring their effects, in-depth studies are needed. 

Having subunits within the firm as the level of analysis and providing a rich 

account of institutional dynamics between headquarters and subsidiaries, the 

chosen research design goes beyond the ‘thin’ view of institutions in interna-

tional business studies (Jackson and Deeg, 2008, 2019) in which institutions 

are reduced to indices that imply distance and barriers. This ‘thinness’ is re-

flected not only in methods, but also in theory as the two are invariably linked 

(Cornelissen, 2017). For a blunt critique on the methodological treatment of 

institutions in international business studies, see Delios (2017:396): ‘The level 

of abstraction is high. Numbers measure the quality of institutions, which are 

then connected to a suitable dependent variable. This form of inquiry yields 

minimal insight.’ Although even most studies citing Jackson and Deeg's 

widely popular 2008 critique can be categorized as ‘thin’ (Aguilera and 

Grøgaard, 2019; Jackson and Deeg, 2019), qualitative methods have the 

promise of going beyond distance measures (Birkinshaw et al., 2011) and 

offering ‘thicker’, contextually embedded data (Harzing and Pudelko, 2016; 

Shenkar, 2004; Tsui, 2007). Only by doing this is it possible to explain how 

institutions matter, as opposed to whether or to what extent they matter 

(Eden, 2010). 

Case briefs 

AB Volvo (henceforth Volvo1) is a Swedish heavy transportation equipment 

manufacturer that long existed as a diversified group with largely autono-

mous entities. Over a span of six years, Volvo acquired several competitors 

across borders and became the second largest truck manufacturer. These 

                                            
1 Not to be confounded with Volvo Cars, which was a part of AB Volvo before being sold to Ford 

Motor Company in 1999. 
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acquisitions were kept largely intact, with their respective brands and person-

nel. Having consolidated a large part of the market, Volvo turned to internal 

integration and divestment of what was considered non-core businesses 

within the group. These efforts were accelerated by a new CEO who further 

promoted efforts to centralize decision making and reduce parts numbers to 

realize synergies between what had long been rivaling firms. As a part of this 

integration, an automated manual transmission that had been developed 

prior to the acquisitions was proposed to the different subsidiaries at Volvo.  

This type of transmission was different from manual and automatic trans-

missions, both of which had long traditions in the global trucking industry. 

Previous attempts at diffusing automated manual transmissions had been 

made, both in-house and by third-party suppliers. However, early versions 

had been fraught by technical and performance issues, leading to varied ac-

ceptance in the industry. At Volvo, development began by a small group of 

engineers at headquarters before resources were secured for a full-scale pro-

ject. Regarded as a success story in retrospect, introducing the transmission 

across all subsidiaries of Volvo was a bumpy and uncertain road that took 

eight years. 

Tomra was born out of the idea that the collection of used beverage con-

tainers could be made more effective by using machines to automatically sort 

and compact containers for further processing. The need for such a machine 

rose from the introduction of Norwegian bottle bill legislation in the 1970s 

that mandated consumers to pay a deposit when buying beverage containers.  

These bills also compelled retail outlets to be responsible for the collection 

of beverage containers and the return of deposits to consumers. The first 

product of Tomra, which has always been its mainstay, was a reverse vending 

machine that handled these tasks, saving labor for retail outlets. However, 

the international spread of bottle bills was limited, forcing Tomra to seek 

other lines of business to ensure further growth. A separate division of ma-

terial handling was grown by acquisitions and there have been experiments 

in developing reverse vending machines for other types of products such as 

mobile phones. However, the focus in this dissertation is on Tomra's efforts 

in selling their reverse vending machine in non-deposit markets, i.e., markets 

without bottle bill legislation. Considering that Tomra for a long time had 

relied on laws that mandated their customers to buy their largely standardized 
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reverse vending machines, subsidiaries had had little responsibility beyond 

local sales and lacked the capabilities to develop markets. Depending on ex-

isting recycling and garbage collection systems, customers in non-deposit 

markets may be municipalities, universities, supermarkets, or advertising 

sponsors. Consequently, developing viable non-deposit solutions became a 

major challenge for Tomra—a traditionally engineering-driven firm—and its 

subsidiaries. 

With its vast product catalog, DeLaval has catered to most of the needs 

of dairy farmers in Sweden and beyond for more than a century. It has kept 

pace with technological advances and been continuously introducing new 

types of products, including robotic milking systems and 3D cameras, while 

retaining conventional, manual milking systems and low value-added prod-

ucts such as detergent. Subsidiaries have been largely autonomous sales units 

with the freedom to choose at their own discretion which products to offer 

to their customers. This arrangement worked as long as dairy farming was a 

labor-intensive industry with little regional differences, but as more advanced 

systems were developed, DeLaval started to introduce incentive systems for 

subsidiaries to promote new technology in a more active manner. Among 

these innovations, the one which most employees and farmers were unfamil-

iar with was an analysis module that detects certain hormones in the extracted 

milk, acting as an early detection system for a range of different issues. Lack-

ing the required capabilities, the product was developed in a joint venture 

together with a Danish chemical analysis firm. When pushing this innovation 

out to subsidiaries, DeLaval encountered a range of difficulties. 

Case selection 

Case selection was a long and purposive process to ensure that cases had 

theoretical value and variance (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Over a period of 

two years, I read annual reports, news articles, industry publications, aca-

demic studies, and websites to identify relevant MNEs, headquarter strategic 

initiatives and subsidiaries. I chose only initiatives that had been initiated less 

than 20 years prior to data collection, reducing the risks of retrospective bias 

effects (Golden, 1992). This preparatory stage also included primary data in 

the form of interviews with individuals who had insights in the focal MNEs, 

such as financial analysts and other experts. From a narrowed-down list of 
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approximately 20 MNEs, each with 1-2 prospective initiatives, I began con-

tacting firms in order of preference. E-mails introducing the research project 

and showing knowledge and interest in specific initiatives were sent out to 

seven firms, five of which accepted this initial request for contact.  

In my first contacts with the headquarters of the respective MNEs, I 

conducted an initial test to examine whether my tentative conceptual reason-

ing was applicable to the organizational reality of the firm, and whether my 

issues of interest were relevant and worth pursuing. Since the unit of analysis 

in the dissertation is the headquarter strategic initiative, it is paramount to 

include only firms with recent headquarter initiatives with implications for 

strategy. Thus, initiatives were only included if they altered the competitive 

position or scope of subsidiaries. This could happen in a variety of ways, 

such as by shifting the subsidiary toward competition with hitherto unrelated 

competitors, or by requiring a fundamentally new set of knowledge to un-

derstand the focal initiative. 

In addition to strategic implications, identified initiatives also had to have 

clear institutional implications at the subsidiary level. Beyond traditional mar-

ket factors such as price, quality, and reliability, only initiatives that caused 

conflicts with taken-for-granted codes of behavior were included. When 

judging this requirement, initiatives were tentatively assessed in terms of their 

implications for Scott's (2014a) regulative, cognitive, and normative pillars of 

institutions. For example, Tomra faced widely different attitudes toward 

empty beverage containers across international markets. They could be re-

garded as valuable recyclable resources, dirty and unwanted garbage, and eve-

rything in-between. This was central in how the idea of consumer-led reverse 

vending not dependent on deposit legislation was received. All headquarter 

strategic initiatives would cause a variety of local concerns since they were 

not aligned with agreed-upon ways of doing business or conflicted with 

moral issues related to local tradition. Thus, initial interviews served to ensure 

that initiatives fulfilled both strategic and institutional requirements—if not, 

informants were probed for alternative headquarter initiatives. When this did 

not lead to the uncovering of relevant headquarter strategic initiatives, firms 

were excluded from the study. At Volvo, I identified an alternative relevant 

initiative after my initial request was denied. 
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Institutional implications were not assessed through national-level dif-

ferences, as in institutional distance (Kostova and Zaheer, 1999). Instead, I 

took on an issue-based approach (Hoffman, 1999; Meyer and Höllerer, 2010; 

Litrico and David, 2017) that breaks down distance into how specific fields 

favor specific issues (D’Aunno et al., 2000; Kostova, 1999; Scott, 2008). This 

results in measures of institutional friction (cf. Newenham-Kahindi and Ste-

vens, 2018; Shenkar, 2001, 2012; Shenkar et al., 2008; see also ‘institutional 

strength’ in Fortwengel, 2017a). Thus, I deepen my examination to specific 

aspects of distance (Jackson and Deeg, 2019), instead of generalizable arms-

length measures. Another strength of assessing issue-specific institutional 

friction is to minimize the risk of treating everything that is ‘social’ as insti-

tutions (Alvesson and Spicer, 2019; David and Bitektine, 2009; Haveman and 

David, 2008). 

The three MNEs included in the dissertation have a balanced set of sim-

ilarities and differences, covering enough theoretical variance while retaining 

comparability and cross-case juxtaposition. All three have a history of at least 

four decades and although sizes vary they count as large firms, exceeding the 

definition set by the European Union by at least a factor of ten (EU Com-

mission, 2003). While acting in different industries, all manufacture some 

type of equipment that is sold to other businesses, rather than to consumers. 

While industry variance could reduce cross-case comparison, I expect the 

issue of subsidiary duality in international strategy to be observable in all 

MNEs regardless of industry, and for similarities among manufacturing firms 

to be sufficient for fair comparisons. 

In addition to MNEs and initiatives, I chose which subsidiaries to study. 

Recognizing subsidiary duality between the corporate context and that of lo-

cal institutions, subsidiaries may be closer to either of the two. Thus, subsid-

iaries can be MNE-biased ‘strangers in a strange land’ (Hennart, 1982), well-

embedded and highly autonomous entities and everything in between. This 

was taken into consideration when choosing which subsidiaries to study. 

Since all three case firms are active across at least five continents, subsidiaries 

are spread out across widely different institutional contexts. Moreover, sub-

sidiaries differ in their age and level of centrality to institutions (Greenwood 

et al., 2011). This is of importance, since contrasting the ways in which local 

institutional demands are leveraged across heterogeneous subsidiaries toward 
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the same corporate strategy is crucial to being able to properly address the 

overarching research questions. 

As for subsidiary host countries, I chose subsidiaries in the ‘triad’ regions 

of Japan, North America, and Western Europe. In contrast to the ‘institu-

tional voids’ that have spurred considerable attention to emerging markets in 

institutionalist international business research (e.g., Pinkse and Kolk., 2012; 

Ricart et al., 2004), the chosen regions are characterized by highly institution-

alized organizational fields. While these may be taken largely for granted, di-

rected strategic initiatives from headquarters could serve to make 

institutional pressures visible as they are challenged (Schneiberg and Clem-

ens, 2006). When studying institutions in an international context, it must be 

kept in mind that national borders do not necessarily reflect the outer bound-

aries of institutional fields, which can span across several nations while na-

tions can contain multiple institutional fields. However, where there are clear 

regulative, cognitive, and normative differences, institutional fields can be 

expected to be congruent with national boundaries (Rosenzweig and Singh, 

1991). 
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Table 1. Cases 

 Volvo Tomra DeLaval 

Headquarter 

location 

Sweden Norway Sweden 

Founded 1927 1972 1883 

Employees ~100,000 ~4,000 ~5,000 

Industry Heavy equipment Recycling equipment Milk production 

equipment 

Studied 

subsidiaries 

U.S., Japan, France U.S., Japan, Germany U.S., Japan, Germany, 

France 

Type Greenfield and 

acquisitions 

Greenfield (Japan later 

turned into joint venture) 

Greenfield 

Mandate Research and 

development,         

local sales 

Local sales Local sales 

Weight U.S.: Large 

Japan: Small 

France: Medium 

U.S.: Large 

Japan: Small 

Germany: Large 

U.S.: Medium 

Japan: Small 

Germany: Large 

France: Large 

Headquarter 

strategic 

initiative 

In-house automated 

manual transmission 

Reverse vending 

machines in non-deposit 

markets 

Milk analysis module 

Strategic 

implications 

Innovative and 

proprietary core 

component 

Traditional reliance on 

beverage container 

deposit laws 

Broadened the firm’s 

competitive scope to 

new areas 

Institutional 

implications 

Practices of third-party 

vs. proprietary 

components varied, 

transmission 

represented a new 

type beyond manual 

and automatic 

Large variation of how 

recycling is seen and 

solved across regions for 

all involved actors, in 

particular without 

deposits as financial 

incentives 

Represented a venture 

toward further 

automatization and into 

new categories of 

business usually 

occupied by other 

types of actors  

Studied time 

period 

U.S.: 2004-2009 

Japan: 2007-2010 

France: 2002-2004 

U.S.: 2000-2012 

Japan: 2000-2008 

Germany: 2000-2006 

U.S.: 2014-2017 

Japan: 2011-2017 

Germany: 2010-2017 

France: 2010-2017 
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Data collection 

The dissertation is based on interviews with organizational informants as pri-

mary data. While case selection decisions were largely theory-driven and 

based on the properties of the chosen MNEs and headquarter initiatives, the 

focal phenomena call for an approach in which first-hand accounts of man-

agers’ experiences in their own terms can be captured (Gioia, Corley and 

Hamilton, 2013). When the aim is to gain an understanding of underlying 

mechanisms in processes, and to access participants' perceptions of their ex-

periences, interviews have proven successful (Bluhm et al., 2011). While per-

sonal beliefs and stances can be regarded as unwanted interviewee bias 

(Fontana and Frey, 1994), another perspective is that interviews are suitable 

ways of getting to the beliefs and values of individuals, as long as the data is 

treated as such (Rubin and Rubin, 2011). This ‘firsthandedness’ is one of the 

main strengths of qualitative methods (Birkinshaw et al., 2011:574). 

Initially due to budgetary constraints, I planned my data collection to visit 

subsidiaries country by country, rather than gathering data sequentially per 

firm. This proved to be a successful approach, since I could contrast experi-

ences across firms from an early stage. Visits typically lasted for a week per 

subsidiary, while staying at a nearby hotel. At some subsidiaries, I was pro-

vided an access card and desk space to use as a working area during my visit. 

In addition to facilitating informant access, this also made possible observa-

tion of tacit aspects of the subsidiary, such as the level of formality. I aimed 

to book interviews for the first 1-2 days prior to arrival, after which early 

informants would provide introductions to subsequent ones, based on the 

interview contents. Thus, it was a process of ‘snowball sampling’ (Huber and 

Power, 1985). This process continued after the visits through IP telephony 

until there were no more interview leads. In total, I conducted 105 informant 

interactions, most one-on-one with unique informants but some with recur-

ring or multiple informants. See Appendix 1 for an overview of the inter-

views. 

By casting a wide net regarding informant characteristics, I address criti-

cism of the one-sided nature of much headquarter-subsidiary research which 

tends to focus on either headquarters or subsidiaries (Paterson and Brock, 

2002; Young and Tavares, 2004). Informants were not limited to managers 

with formal responsibilities of strategy formulation and implementation, but 
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any individual who in different ways influenced strategy and institutional out-

comes. This is consistent with insights from strategy process research, which 

fully acknowledges that strategy formation involves actors other than top 

managers (Wooldridge et al., 2008). Informants included engineers without 

managerial functions, individuals who had since retired or left for other or-

ganizations, and those in surrounding organizations such as heads of non-

governmental organizations and book authors. In addition to adding to pri-

mary data, including perspectives from informants at different levels and 

units facilitates data triangulation and mitigates subject bias (Golden, 1992). 

To keep the interviews within the boundaries of my research aims while 

retaining room for flexibility and informant-specific probing, I adopted a 

semi-structured interview design. I developed interview guides (see Appen-

dix 2) with a set of approximately 50 questions grouped into 7-8 groups. 

Roughly one-third of the interview guide was shared for the three MNEs, 

with the remainder being specific for each headquarter initiative and local 

institutional context. Coupled with the tentative framework, this decreases 

the risk of falling into the ‘descriptive trap’ (Suddaby, Seidl and Lê, 2013:337, 

see also Benford, 1997) where excessive detail and attention to context and 

particularities obscure attempts at analysis, let alone generalizations (John-

son, Melin and Whittington, 2003). By linking data to theory, attempts are 

made from an early stage to go beyond surface description and explain the 

underlying factors as to why the observed behavior took place (Suddaby, 

2006). 

The interview guide was constantly updated and tweaked to include ques-

tions on specific issues, and not followed slavishly but rather used as a safe-

guard should the informant delve too deeply into side issues, or at the end 

of the interview to confirm that all areas of interest had been covered. The 

vast majority of informants were easily approachable and interviews took the 

form of conversations rather than a series of questions and answers. I did 

not notice any obvious impression management or obfuscations due to social 

desirability (Golden, 1992). On the contrary, informants became rather out-

spoken and I was occasionally asked to keep certain statements off the record 

or to momentarily turn off the voice recorder. 

The empirical blur of the central terms of ‘strategy’ and ‘institutions’ are 

not only found in research, but also among practitioners. The concept of 
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strategy widely popular and carries multiple meanings (Mirabeau and 

Maguire, 2014), leading to a fragmented view of what it actually entails. As 

per the definition chosen in this dissertation, actions that are part of formal 

strategic planning are not necessarily strategic in nature, and public docu-

ments may not reflect actual policies or behaviors (Weaver, Treviño and 

Cochran, 1999). On the other hand, strategic action does not need to be la-

beled as such to have consequences for strategic outcomes (Jarzabkowski, 

Balogun and Seidl, 2007). In an effort to avoid idiosyncratic definitions or 

interpretations of what strategy and institutions entail, I did not use these 

terms. Instead, questions were crafted to touch upon matters of strategy and 

institutions, without being worded with value-laden or theoretical terminol-

ogy. 

Collection and analysis of publicly available information did not end with 

the pre-empirical case selection phase but continued throughout primary 

data collection, effectively resulting in a within-method mixed methods de-

sign (Hurmerinta-Peltomäki and Nummela, 2006). Case histories were syn-

theses of data found across all types of sources. Secondary data also serves 

to triangulate and validate information provided by informants, who may be 

prone to hindsight bias (Huber and Power, 1985). Moreover, in connection 

to the interviews, I not only requested leads for subsequent interviews but 

also access to internal documents such as memos and presentations. This 

yielded several documents detailing the inner workings of the studied head-

quarter initiatives, adding to the ‘thickness’ of the data and making possible 

comparisons between public communication, internal information and ret-

rospective accounts. 

Data analysis 

For detailed accounts of data analysis, see the appended papers as the data 

was analyzed in different ways according to the research questions of each 

paper. However, all data analyses in this dissertation have some commonali-

ties. As in most qualitative research in international business studies (DuBois 

and Reeb, 2000), analyses are largely based on interview transcripts, totaling 

approximately 800,000 words. Transcription was carried out in the original 

languages and verbatim, i.e., without correcting grammatical errors, 
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stuttering and incomplete sentences. Only at the last step, when selected 

quotes were included into papers, did I translate to English, but with errors 

intact. 

Analyses included two stages. First, I created empirical within-case codes 

through content analysis (Tharenou et al., 2007), often using informants' own 

terms to structure and organize the data along common themes (Gioia et al., 

2013). This steps grounds further analysis in the observed phenomena. Then, 

I moved on to cross-case analysis to increase the robustness and representa-

tiveness of themes (Simons, 2009). This second stage was at a higher level of 

abstraction and conducted while moving between data and the literature in 

an abductive fashion (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Opting for pattern descrip-

tion of the focal phenomenon of subsidiary duality in international strategy, 

this dissertation is not at the extreme end of ‘thickness’ (Bluhm et al., 2011; 

Cornelissen, 2017). Although there is always the risk of excessive simplifica-

tion to make ‘oval pegs seem rounder’ (Pratt 2008:496), the identification of 

common themes was a purposive way of seeking inference outside the stud-

ied data (King et al., 1994). To assess the factual correctness and plausibility 

of my claims, all informants were provided the opportunity to review and 

comment late version of my manuscripts. 

In summary, by carefully selecting cases at Volvo, Tomra and DeLaval 

and collecting data close to organizational reality, this dissertation leverages 

the strengths of a qualitative case study approach to explore subsidiary dual-

ity in MNE international strategy. As explained below, contributions are 

sliced into four related but independent papers, each with their own research 

questions and analyses. 

Papers 

The dissertation comprises four papers. While independent in terms of re-

search questions and gained insights (see Table 2), they are highly interrelated 

and based on the theoretical reasoning and data described above. Below, pa-

pers are summarized in terms of the gaps they aim to fill, the methodology 

used and respective findings. Theoretical and practical implications are syn-

thesized in the concluding discussion of this overview.  
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Table 2. Summary of papers included in the dissertation 

Paper Research questions Results 

Authorship and 

presentations 

1 What are the 

institutionally derived 

enablers of MNE 

subsidiary influence over 

headquarter strategic 

initiatives? How do 

subsidiaries leverage 

such enablers, and to 

what end? 

In addition to well-studied resources, 

capabilities and networks, subsidiaries 

use five sets of institutionally derived 

enablers residing either in institutions 

themselves or in interfaces with the 

MNE, as well as two sets each of 

rationales and tactics by which 

subsidiaries leverage said enablers to 

either avoid or get involved in 

headquarter strategic initiatives 

Single authored, 

accepted for 

presentation at 

EIBA 2017 and 

AIB 2019 

2 How do MNE subsidiaries 

maneuver around 

pressures from local 

institutions and 

headquarters? What are 

the underlying 

mechanisms and 

outcomes of this 

maneuvering? 

Through mechanisms related to high  

or low levels of issue-specific 

headquarter demands and related 

institutional friction, subsidiaries 

respond to headquarter strategic 

initiatives in four different ways, all of 

which differ in terms of activities 

toward, and influence in, strategy   

and institutions 

Co-authored 

with Patrick 

Regnér, 

presented at 

SMS 2015 and 

2016 

3 How do local institutions 

affect strategic choice 

at subsidiaries in MNEs? 

How do subsidiaries 

enact local institutional 

change? 

While strategic choice follows a ‘path 

of least resistance’ according to 

overall institutional friction, subsidiary 

efforts to challenge and change 

institutions are made according to a 

bottom-up hierarchy where friction 

related to norms, cognitions and 

regulations are targeted in that order 

Single authored, 

presented at 

EGOS 2016, AIB 

2017 and SASE 

2018 (winner of 

Early Career 

Award) 

4 How do local rules 

matter for global 

strategy? What are the 

tradeoffs and strategies 

employed by successful 

firms? 

Beyond global standardization and 

local responsiveness, global firms must 

also pay attention to local rules, 

including informal rules that tend to  

be hidden, and solve tradeoffs by 

employing six different strategies 

according to their need for 

international integration and local 

rules distance 

Single authored, 

not presented 

at conferences 

(practitioner 

oriented) 
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Paper 1: ‘Institutionally Derived Strategic Influence of MNE 

Subsidiaries’ 

In the first paper, I focus on the role of local institutions, as filtered through 

subsidiaries, for headquarter strategic initiatives. Research has increasingly 

emphasized subsidiary autonomy vis-à-vis headquarters, challenging the for-

mal authority at the top of the organizational hierarchy (Kostova et al., 2016). 

When explaining the sources of subsidiary influence, studies have looked at 

the role of resources, capabilities (Rugman and Verbeke, 2001) and networks 

(Andersson et al., 2002; 2007), rather than that of local institutions (Meyer et 

al., 2011). In addition to the effects of conflict between pressures from head-

quarters and local institutions, previous research suggests two dynamics at 

work that are relevant when addressing the role of institutions in subsidiary 

influence. First, subsidiaries know about local institutions as evidenced by 

headquarter-subsidiary knowledge gaps. Since headquarters often lacks de-

tailed local knowledge (Ciabuschi et al., 2011), an important role for subsid-

iaries is to investigate and report on what is prescribed by local institutions. 

In addition to technical know-how, subsidiaries know about often informal 

and unwritten rules of how to do business, adding to knowledge gaps. Sec-

ond, subsidiaries care about institutions in that they are subject to isomorphic 

pressures for conformity emanating from local actors in the same organiza-

tional field (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). This effect, however, is limited due 

to the special status of foreign firms, resulting in institutional agency (Kos-

tova et al., 2008; Regnér and Edman, 2014). 

When applying institutional theory to headquarter-subsidiary relations, 

research has emphasized issues of transfer of practices (Ferner et al., 2005; 

Kostova and Roth, 2002) and knowledge (Foss and Pedersen, 2002) rather 

than strategy. This paper remedies this gap by focusing on headquarter stra-

tegic initiatives, defined as discrete schemes stemming from headquarters in-

tended to alter the competitive position or scope of subsidiaries (cf. Lechner 

and Floyd, 2012). The term implies a degree of malleability, since these may 

be emergent elements (Mintzberg and Waters, 1985) as the strategic initiative 

is filtered through subsidiaries and local institutions. However, when com-

pared with subsidiary initiatives (Birkinshaw, 1997), headquarter initiatives 

and their reverse filtering may consist of different components altogether. 

The hierarchical position of sender and receiver are flipped, attention is not 
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limited to the same extent, and subsidiaries care and know about local insti-

tutions as explained above. Therefore, the motivation for Paper 1 is to map 

the subsidiary filter and explore how it matters for headquarter strategic ini-

tiatives. 

Paper 1 takes on an exploratory research design and provides a founda-

tion for the following papers. Using the full set of data on Volvo, Tomra and 

DeLaval, I conducted inductive analysis to identify the institutionally derived 

enablers, rationales, and tactics of subsidiary influence in headquarter strate-

gic initiatives. Enablers were found in three places. First, discrepancies, am-

biguities and gaps reside in local institutions as they stem from direct 

conflicts between proposed headquarter initiatives and local institutions, un-

certainty as to what is prescribed by institutions, and a sheer lack of applica-

ble categories. Second, subsidiary local agency allows for subsidiaries to more 

freely interpret and deviate from institutional pressures. Third, with head-

quarter-subsidiary knowledge gaps, subsidiaries enjoy more freedom when 

exerting influence over headquarter strategic initiatives. The above enablers 

were leveraged by rationales and tactics to gain influence, either through 

avoidance or involvement. While radically different in terms of how subsid-

iaries leverage institutions, avoidance and involvement draw upon the same 

set of institutionally derived enablers. 

Paper 2: ‘Subsidiary Duality in Strategy: Maneuvering Between 

Pressures from Local Institutions and Headquarters’ 

Paper 2 is motivated by the promising yet unaddressed combination of two 

recent streams of research: how institutions affect MNEs (Cantwell et al., 

2010; Jackson and Deeg, 2008) and how subsidiaries adopt strategic re-

sponses to institutions (Regnér and Edman, 2014; Saka-Helmhout and 

Geppert, 2011; Holm et al., 2017) while being subject to headquarter pres-

sures. There is a lack of studies where the pressures emanating from head-

quarter strategy and local institutions are set against each other as they 

interact and enable as well as constrain subsidiary responses. 

Keeping our focus on headquarter strategic initiatives as defined in Paper 

1, we turn to headquarter pressures to refine empirical measurements. In 

previous research, the intra-MNE relational context is often regarded as 

static (e.g., Björkman et al., 2007; Holm et al., 2017) or defined as general 
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dependence, trust, and identity (Kostova and Roth, 2002). The same is true 

for subsidiary internal embeddedness in studies adopting a business network 

perspective (e.g., Andersson et al., 2007; Mudambi and Navarra, 2004). Since 

headquarter strategic initiatives are discrete undertakings, they are imposed 

on subsidiaries with issue-specific pressures which remain unknown. Filling 

this gap is part of the motivation for Paper 2. 

Local institutional pressures have received more attention in previous 

research. We adopt the well-used delineation between regulative, cognitive, 

and normative institutional pillars (Scott, 2014a), which have proven valuable 

when researching MNEs and institutions (e.g., Kostova and Roth, 2002; Orr 

and Scott, 2008; Regnér and Edman, 2014). However, rather than resorting 

to national-level indices of institutional distance along the three pillars, Paper 

2 identifies issue-specific institutional friction to allow for comparisons with 

comparable headquarter pressures. 

We pay equal attention to pressures emanating from headquarters and 

local institutions as we examine how subsidiaries respond to headquarter 

strategic initiatives. Similar to how we acknowledge the capacity of subsidiary 

intra-MNE autonomy (Ambos et al., 2011; Birkinshaw and Hood, 1998), we 

recognize that the same subsidiaries under certain conditions are able to ac-

tively manage institutional pressures (Martin, 2014; Regnér and Edman, 

2014; Saka-Helmhout and Geppert, 2011). 

Paper 2 is an embedded comparative case study drawing upon the full 

set of data. We define issue-specific pressures from headquarters and local 

institutions related to each headquarter strategic initiative. This is done sep-

arately for each of the 10 headquarter-subsidiary dyads. Due to the lack of 

previous measures for headquarter pressures related to strategic initiatives, 

we develop a conceptualization of three components of headquarter de-

mands: decision, plans and assessment. After categorizing headquarter de-

mands as well as institutional friction as high, moderate, or low, we conduct 

an inductive analysis of subsidiary responses. We identify four subsidiary re-

sponses to headquarter strategic initiatives—implementation, enforcement, 

adaptation, and disregard—through related subsidiary activities directed to-

ward headquarter strategic initiatives and local institutions, respectively. Fur-

thermore, we link headquarter and institutional pressures to each response 

by identifying enabling mechanisms. The findings are then summarized in a 
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figure where responses are positioned according to their levels of subsidiary 

strategic and institutional influence. 

Paper 3: ‘Constrained Agency in MNE Institutional Responses: A 

Three-Country Study of Plastic Bottle Reverse Vending’ 

Paper 3 shifts attention toward institutional responses and revolves around 

two interrelated but separate research questions. First, how do local institu-

tions affect subsidiary strategic choice? Being in a state of duality, MNE sub-

sidiaries have an inherently ambiguous relation to local institutions and the 

ways in which local institutions matter for subsidiaries to choose between 

strategy alternatives are not well-known. 

Second, how do subsidiaries enact local institutional change? Research 

has shown how subsidiaries in some cases can respond in different ways to 

local institutions (Regnér and Edman, 2014; Saka-Helmhout and Geppert, 

2011). Thus, while subject to isomorphic forces that foster homogeneity and 

provide stability, MNEs and subsidiaries are characterized by an elevated 

level of institutional agency (Kostova et al., 2008). While it seems clear that 

subsidiaries are prime examples of embedded agency (Battilana, 2006), extant 

international business research adopting an institutional view has down-

played agency by treating institutional differences in host countries as immo-

bile factors (Mudambi and Navarra, 2002). This is unfortunate, since 

subsidiaries are a suitable context to study how actors subject to institutional 

pressures seek to change those very same institutions (Battilana, 2006). Paper 

2 fills this gap by exploring the patterns in which subsidiaries maintain or 

challenge local institutions. 

Thus, compared to the previous papers, Paper 3 focuses on institutional 

outcomes in addition to strategic ones. While the notion that strategic initia-

tives may have outcomes for local institutions in addition to strategy is not 

controversial to strategy process scholars, some caution is needed regarding 

organization theory. Institutional agency is a departure from the social deter-

minism found in early neo-institutionalism (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; 

Meyer and Rowan, 1977) and from rationality assumptions in institutional 

economics (North, 1990). In particular, international business studies have 

recently been pointed out as a culprit in the alleged neglect of institutional 

pressures (Walgenbach, Drori and Höllerer, 2017). 
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In Paper 3, I seek to answer the two above research questions through 

an embedded comparative case study of Tomra. The main reason for choos-

ing this firm was that compared with the others included in the dissertation, 

subsidiaries at Tomra had a clear choice between a strategy based on deposit 

legislation or without it, i.e., a non-deposit strategy. Since the same strategic 

choice is compared across three subsidiaries, outcomes can be more clearly 

explained by idiosyncratic institutional friction. As in Paper 2, institutional 

friction is defined separately for each subsidiary, institutional pillar (Scott, 

2014a) and strategic choice. 

Findings on the effect of institutional friction on strategic choice, i.e., the 

first research question, suggest a ‘path of least resistance’. Subsidiaries chose 

the strategy presenting the least amount of regulative, cognitive, and norma-

tive friction. This issue-specific and pillar-specific friction varied greatly 

within and between subsidiaries, proving the dual importance of distinguish-

ing between pillars and studying all three in conjunction with each other 

(Poppo and Zenger, 2002). Regarding the second research question on how 

subsidiaries enact local institutional change, I did not observe overall institu-

tional friction to have any major importance. Instead, subsidiaries challenged 

institutions following a hierarchical pattern. Facing friction along normative 

institutions, subsidiaries would attempt to question and change local norms 

related to the chosen strategy. Only when favorable norms were in place 

would subsidiaries actively challenge cognitions. The regulative pillar was at 

the top of the hierarchy, being targeted only when norms and cognitions did 

not present any significant friction. 

Paper 4: ‘Managing Local Rules And Winning the Global Game’ 

Paper 4 concludes the dissertation. It is different from the other three papers 

as it is aimed for a practitioner-oriented journal. In addition to the shorter 

paper length, this choice is reflected in the argumentation throughout the 

article, as well as the structure (e.g., shorter methodology section) and lan-

guage. The reason for addressing a managerial audience in the dissertation 

comes from the poignant criticism of management research and business 

schools (e.g., Ghoshal, 2005; Bennis and O'Toole, 2005; Pfeffer and Fong, 

2002) regarding the practical relevance of academic research. While the other 

papers are based in theoretical gaps and phenomenological observations, 
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Paper 4 has the aim of broadening perspectives for managers and providing 

advice gained from the more than one hundred hours of interviews and thou-

sands of pages of documents read and written in the pursuit of this disserta-

tion. 

Innovative products or services that are in high demand do not guarantee 

global success. What many firms often fail to pay attention to, and pay dearly 

for, are the idiosyncratic local rules of how to do business that are often 

unknown to foreign firms (Xu and Shenkar, 2002; Zaheer, 1995). These can 

be formal (e.g., laws) as well as informal (e.g., traditions and norms) and are 

not seldom unwritten due to their taken-for-granted nature. While the tradi-

tional advice is to locally adapt to large national differences (Khanna and 

Palepu, 1997; Newman and Nollen, 1996), this can incur large costs that out-

weigh advantages in home markets. Thus, local institutions are a third force 

to be reckoned with, apart from the well-known adage of global standardiza-

tion and local responsiveness (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). 

The increased ease of internationalization has not alleviated these con-

cerns. If anything, it has made them more urgent as firms are quicker to go 

global and do so more willingly. There are countless cases of widely popular 

and innovative firms with superior products and services running into con-

flicts with specific local norms, including Uber encountering taxi driver pro-

tests in some countries and Airbnb facing skepticism from European mayors. 

These challenges are worrisome, as not only firms but also bad reputation 

travels internationally with greater ease than ever. The aim of Paper 4 is to 

make managers aware of this issue, provide them with a framework to better 

assess different markets according to the strength of their rules, and to raise 

caution and provide advice based on how other firms have run into and man-

aged these challenges. 

Empirically, Paper 4 is based on the Volvo and Tomra cases, as well as 

secondary data on similar challenges at Spotify and Klarna. Uber and Airbnb 

are used in the introduction to illustrate the issues at hand. I provide exam-

ples of the different choices that the studied firms had do make regarding 

trade-offs between international integration and rules (i.e., institutions) in dif-

ferent markets. After having shown how firms were thrown into dilemmas 

due to often unknown but locally taken-for-granted rules, I show how these 

challenges were solved. Beyond global standardization and local adaptation, 
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a total of six strategies emerged depending on international integration im-

portance on the one hand, and local rules distance on the other. These strat-

egies are dubbed avoidance, annexation, adaptation, imitation, influence, and 

innovation. 

Discussion 

Synthesizing the conclusions of the four papers, this dissertation has a range 

of implications for theory and practice. Below, I revisit and augment the ten-

tative framework (Figure 3) with the papers’ individual conclusions, all ad-

dressing different facets of the overarching research question of ‘How do local 

institutions, as filtered by subsidiaries, matter for international strategy? ’ This is fol-

lowed by a discussion of what the four papers add to our understanding of 

MNEs on a higher level of abstraction, and a bird's eye view on practical 

implications. The overview is concluded with some of the limitations of the 

dissertation, and how future research could build upon my conclusions and 

fill uncovered gaps. 

Figure 3. Included papers in relation to the tentative framework 
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Headquarter strategic initiatives 

In Paper 1, I introduce the notion of headquarter strategic initiatives to the 

literature on headquarter-subsidiary relations and international strategy. As 

headquarter strategic initiatives meet subsidiaries and are filtered through 

subsidiaries, bottom-up and emergent elements add to and subtract from 

top-down strategic planning. I conduct a fine-grained analysis of the institu-

tionally derived subsidiary filter in Paper 1 and map enablers residing within 

institutions, as well as those in the interfaces between headquarters, subsidi-

aries, and local institutions. 

While local institutions are at the center of attention throughout the dis-

sertation, I also acknowledge the power of headquarters. Headquarter pres-

sures related to strategic initiatives take the form of issue-specific 

headquarter demands, as shown in Paper 2. Exerting demands through deci-

sions, plans and assessment, headquarters impose strategic initiatives onto 

subsidiaries. This unpacking of headquarter demand components adds to our 

understanding of headquarter pressures within MNEs beyond conceptuali-

zations related to the general relation between headquarters and subsidiaries 

(e.g., Kostova and Roth, 2002). The strength of headquarter demands varied 

between headquarter-subsidiary dyads, showing the importance of account-

ing for degrees in headquarter pressures which are often ignored in extant 

research (e.g., Björkman et al., 2007; Holm et al., 2017). This is of particular 

importance for strategic initiatives that are exerted through initiative-specific 

headquarter demands. 

It has been argued that in its pursuit of subsidiary specificity, recent in-

ternational business has downplayed the role of headquarters (Regnér and 

Zander, 2011). As shown in Paper 2, however, it was only when facing high 

headquarter demands that subsidiaries had local institutional influence. Thus, 

this dissertation is a reminder of the importance of headquarters to challenge 

often taken-for-granted institutions in host countries. This is a new view-

point of the ‘sheer ignorance’ view of headquarters (Ciabuschi et al., 2011), 

which I argue may act as an arguably clumsy but welcome institutional entre-

preneur. In short, when launching ill-fitted strategic initiatives and provoking 

responses at subsidiaries, taken-for-granted norms and institutions could be 

challenged and put into question, starting a change process. 
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Local institutional pressures and subsidiary duality 

Subsidiary duality stems from the need to simultaneously relate to headquar-

ter pressures in the corporate context and local institutional pressures in the 

host country context (Meyer et al., 2011), adding layers of complexity not 

found in domestic contexts. This basic characteristic has been known for a 

long time—Vernon (1977:193) argues that subsidiaries exhibit ‘elements of 

a double personality’ due to their dual embeddedness. However, with its em-

phasis on institutional distance measures (Kostova and Zaheer, 1999; Xu and 

Shenkar, 2002), international business studies have not made institutional 

theory a core theory (Ferreira et al., 2013) and much remains to be done. By 

turning our attention to the role of subsidiaries in handling institutions, this 

dissertation aims to explicate how MNE subsidiaries can leverage their dual-

ity as they handle headquarters and local institutions. Having subunits within 

the firm as the level of analysis and utilizing the depth and richness of a case 

study design, the dissertation enriches our understanding of how issue-spe-

cific institutions manifest themselves and are partly managed within MNEs 

(Meyer et al., 2011; Phillips et al., 2009). Therefore, the methodology allows 

this dissertation to go beyond the ‘thin’ view of institutions in international 

business studies (Jackson and Deeg, 2008:540) in which institutions are re-

duced to indices that imply distance and barriers. 

Importantly, subsidiary duality does not merely imply a situation in which 

subsidiaries simultaneously seek legitimacy in corporate and local institu-

tional contexts (Hillman and Wan, 2005; Morgan and Kristensen, 2006), or 

choose one over the other. Instead, by taking on issue-specific institutional 

friction rather than distance (Shenkar et al., 2008), this dissertation captures 

interactions between conflicting pressures emanating from these two con-

texts (Ashforth and Reingen, 2014; Nell et al., 2015). Doing so, I show how 

duality may allow subsidiaries to exert partial agency as they balance, recon-

cile, and play out pressures against each other. Thus, this dissertation re-

sponds to calls for institutional research beyond constraining effects.  

In Paper 1, I give a detailed account of the different ways in which sub-

sidiaries interpret local institutions. Two characteristics in particular set sub-

sidiaries apart when it comes to their relation to local institutions. On the 

one hand, subsidiaries have a local knowledge advantage over headquarters 

regarding local institutions. On the other hand, subsidiaries are subject to 
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local institutional pressures, i.e., subsidiaries may be more receptive to what 

is prescribed by local institutions. Considering these two characteristics, Pa-

per 1 is a departure from a distance-based view of institutions, as similar 

differences could be framed either as risks or opportunities, depending of 

the subsidiary. In other words, I show how local institutional pressures are 

refracted within MNEs and partly shape strategy beyond acting as demands 

for local adaptation as in the integration-responsiveness framework. 

With that in mind, institutional pressures did have constraining effects 

on international strategy. Paper 2 shows how institutional friction may coun-

teract headquarter pressures as subsidiaries balance the two. In contrast to 

Paper 1, it is on a slightly higher level of abstraction as we contrast subsidiary 

activities when facing a high and low level of headquarter and local institu-

tional pressures, respectively. Since we look at implications for strategy as 

well as institutions themselves, we simultaneously address both sides of sub-

sidiary responses. Among the findings are that institutional friction drives 

adaptation, and that subsidiaries only had high levels of institutional influ-

ence when backed by strong headquarter pressures related to focal strategic  

initiatives. Similarly, in Paper 3 I show how institutional friction dictated stra-

tegic choice at subsidiaries, again confirming the pervasiveness of local insti-

tutional pressures. 

Subsidiary strategic influence 

By challenging the formal power of headquarters gained from the hierarchy 

of the firm, subsidiaries have been found to seek rents (Mudambi and Na-

varra, 2004) and guard subsidiary-specific resources, capabilities, and net-

works (Andersson et al., 2002; 2007). In its focus on these sources of 

subsidiary importance, the field of international business studies has been 

applying resource dependency theory to show how subsidiaries gain auton-

omy and influence in the firm (Rugman and Verbeke, 2001). This dissertation 

adds to this stream of literature by uncovering how subsidiaries utilize abso-

lute institutional conditions, headquarter-subsidiary knowledge gaps and sub-

sidiary local agency to gain influence over headquarter strategic initiatives. 

Thus, I shift attention from resources, capabilities and networks to local in-

stitutions when explaining subsidiary strategic influence. In Paper 1, I iden-

tify institutionally derived enablers, rationales, and tactics of subsidiary 
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influence, as well as how institutional differences may be leveraged by sub-

sidiaries to either avoid or become involved in headquarter strategic initia-

tives. Paper 2 also addresses subsidiary strategic influence, and how it is 

enabled and limited by varying strengths of pressures emanating from head-

quarters and local institutions. Together, the papers provide a detailed expla-

nation of institutions as a source of subsidiary influence which exists in 

addition to more well-studied subsidiary-specific resources, capabilities, and 

networks. 

Subsidiary strategic influence over headquarter initiatives is a clear way 

in which subsidiaries fulfill an administrative role within the firm, in contrast 

to how headquarters act at administrators when handling subsidiary initia-

tives (cf. Birkinshaw, 1997). These findings and theorization add to the liter-

ature, where previous research has concluded that the MNE competitive 

advantage lies in the exploitation of developments and innovations generated 

by subsidiaries (Burgelman, 1983; Kogut and Zander, 1993; O’Brien et al., 

2019). Subsidiaries could instead be conceptualized as organizational middle 

men, since their ambiguous positions and boundary spanning functions are 

similar (Schotter et al., 2017). In middle manager research (Wooldridge et al., 

2008), lack of insight among senior managers drives active middle manager 

involvement in strategy. Because of knowledge gaps (Gupta, 1987), strategies 

need input from actors in intermediate positions that are closer to the oper-

ational level. As stated by Bower (1970:297-298), middle managers are ‘the 

only men [sic] in the organization who are in a position to judge whether 

[strategic] issues are being considered in the proper context ’. This issue is 

amplified in MNEs, where the host country context of the subsidiary can be 

widely different from the headquarter context. Consequently, it should not 

come as a surprise that strategy is not only adapted to local institutions, but 

that institutions fundamentally shape strategy as subsidiaries have limited but 

undeniable agency toward both headquarters and local institutions. 

Subsidiary institutional influence 

As suggested in the tentative framework, institutional responses and out-

comes are the other side of the process in which headquarter strategic initia-

tives are filtered through subsidiaries. Subsidiary duality addresses the very 

heart of the paradox of embedded agency (Holm, 1995; Seo and Creed, 
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2002), as it implies a part-outsider, part-insider position with leeway for 

agency. Therefore, subsidiary institutional influence can be found in all four 

papers. All rationales and tactics related to subsidiary involvement in Paper 

1 contain some degree of subsidiary institutional influence. In Paper 2, each 

subsidiary response is placed along an axis of subsidiary institutional influ-

ence, which was found to be the highest when backed by strong headquarter 

demands. 

Whereas the other papers mostly target the fields of international busi-

ness and strategic management, Paper 3 is highly relevant for organizational 

institutionalism, where multinational contexts are underresearched (Good-

erham et al., 1999; Rosenzweig and Singh, 1991). Specifically, it is a more in-

depth examination of the embedded agency of subsidiaries. Despite the 

promise of the MNE context, international business studies are rarely cited 

by other fields (Buckley and Lessard, 2005; Buckley et al., 2017; Cantwell, 

Piepenbrink and Shukla, 2014). However, Paper 3 has clear implications for 

institutional theory as it confirms recent suggestions of bottom-up institu-

tional change in mature fields (Chacar, Celo and Hesterly, 2018). 

The empirical context of the dissertation is that of institutional change in 

mature fields across national borders. Hitherto, most studies have focused 

on emergent fields, in which the arrangements that define agreed-upon ac-

tivities and behavior are under creation (Greenwood et al., 2011). However, 

research on how existing, even entrenched, institutional arrangements 

change remains scarce (Oliver, 1992). While it has been noted how institu-

tions can be uncertain to some extent, there has been little empirical research 

on what this uncertainty looks like or how it is created (Phillips et al., 2009). 

This dissertation, and Paper 3 in particular, is a step toward a better under-

standing of how institutions are challenged and ultimately changes in mature 

fields, while simultaneously acknowledging the constraining effect of isomor-

phism. This is also relevant for the literature on institutional work (Lawrence 

et al., 2011), since it addresses the international dimension to interaction dy-

namics as institutional friction affects responses to those very same institu-

tions. 

This dissertation aligns with the literature on how MNEs differ from 

their domestic counterparts regarding their relation to local institutions (Kos-

tova et al., 2008). Being characterized by multinationality and foreignness 
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(Regnér and Edman, 2014) on an organizational level, and partly belonging 

to corporate and local contexts, subsidiaries seemed to find some leeway for 

maneuvering between the two, as shown in Paper 1 by the dual set of ration-

ales and tactics for subsidiary influence. This enriches our understanding of 

how institutions manifest themselves and are partly managed within MNEs 

(Meyer et al., 2011; Phillips et al., 2009). Subscribing neither to deterministic 

conceptualizations of institutions nor to those that overemphasize organiza-

tional agency (Granovetter, 1985; Suddaby et al., 2013), this dissertation of-

fers a nuanced view of institutional dynamics in which actors have limited 

but not negligible agency as subsidiary duality acts to enable and constrain 

subsidiary input in international strategy. 

While the notion that organizations subject to isomorphism would be 

able to, or even strive to, deviate from such pressures (Leca et al., 2008) is a 

contradiction, the subsidiary context has proven to be an ideal context. Far 

from being ‘hypermuscular supermen’ free from pressures of conformity, the 

studied subsidiaries were essentially forced to reconcile headquarter and in-

stitutional pressures as they handled headquarter strategic initiatives some-

times backed with strong, coercive headquarter demands. In fact, subsidiaries 

only challenged local institutions according to a cautious bottom-up logic, as 

shown in Paper 3, or when headquarters exerted strong pressures, as shown 

in Paper 2. 

In summary, the papers fill out the framework (Figure 3) in the following 

ways. Paper 1 takes a close look at why local institutions lead to subsidiary 

influence over headquarter strategic initiatives, beyond the well-researched 

role of national-level institutional distance. Paper 1 also provides insights into 

the institutionally derived enablers, rationales, and tactics of subsidiary influ-

ence, while simultaneously identifying how subsidiaries may leverage similar 

enablers to either avoid or becoming involved in headquarter strategic initi-

atives—two contrasting types of influence. Paper 2 turns our attention to the 

components of headquarter strategic initiatives—decisions, plans and assess-

ment—and how these interact with local institutional friction along regula-

tive, cognitive, and normative pillars to make possible different subsidiary 

responses to initiatives, resulting in strategy outcomes that may be different 

from what was originally intended at headquarters. Paper 3 shifts the focus 

toward the other side of the same phenomenon: responses to institutions, 
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rather than headquarter strategic initiatives. It details how subsidiaries, when 

facing different strategic choices, were constrained by local institutions but  

could simultaneously take measures to enact institutional change. Paper 4 is 

aimed at a practitioner audience and aims to show different ways to approach 

local institutions beyond global standardization and local adaptation. 

The big picture 

The above theoretical implications add up to some overarching insights. 

First, this study of subsidiary duality is a study of the boundaries of the MNE. 

Considering that subsidiaries reconcile corporate and institutional pressures, 

it is at that level where the firm meets host countries and thus where the 

boundary between corporate and local contexts is drawn. However, consid-

ering the limited but undeniable agency that subsidiaries have vis-à-vis both 

contexts, the boundary of the MNE appears decidedly blurry. This contrasts 

with the two existing perspectives, where the subsidiary is conceptualized 

either as a headquarter-loyal embassy or as an undercover native with sub-

versive interests. Rather than having clear objectives that are then leveraged 

to gain power and seek rents (Ciabuschi, Dellestrand and Kappen, 2012; 

Mudambi and Navarra, 2004), it appears that the subsidiary itself is a con-

tested space, as suggested by Figure 1 (p. 4). As shown throughout the find-

ings, contrasting and conflicting rationales and tactics could be observed in 

the same subsidiaries, as different types of pressures clashed, creating space 

for maneuvering and agency, both internally and externally. This is rooted in 

absolute institutional friction, as well as the interpretative prerogative of sub-

sidiaries in explaining local institutions to headquarters, and the local institu-

tional agency of foreign subsidiaries. Thus, the dissertation includes how 

institutions simultaneously can enable and constrain MNE subsidiaries. 

Second, the porosity of the MNE organizational boundary has wide-

ranging consequences for international strategy. As stated in the introduc-

tion, this dissertation seeks to provide a complementary reading of the term 

‘international strategy’. Namely, I direct attention to the alternative attribu-

tive function of the word ‘international’. Rather than studying how strategies 

deal with the international, as MNEs do business across borders, I explain 

the international nature of strategies, as they are shaped by subsidiary-level 

institutions. By focusing not on strategy outcomes but components and 
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mechanisms of institutional effects on MNE strategies, as filtered through 

subsidiaries, this dissertation is a step towards such a view of international 

strategy. In other words, I show not to what extent institutions affect inter-

national strategy, but how they do so. Along the process by which headquar-

ter strategic initiatives are filtered through local institutions, there is 

unplanned bottom-up inputs due to often unexpected clashes with local in-

stitutions. However, subsidiaries play an important role in interpreting local 

institutions, effectively defining what on a higher level may seem like clear-

cut pressures for local responsiveness (cf. Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). This 

dissertation shows how such pressures depend partly on the local agency of 

subsidiaries vis-à-vis institutions, and knowledge gaps in relation to head-

quarters. Thus, institutional pressures are not absolute or given but depend 

on how subsidiaries interpret local institutions. 

Third, the dissertation addresses one of the fundamental advantages of 

the MNE form. While there are obvious risks of headquarters-subsidiary 

knowledge gaps, it is precisely the ability of headquarter to have a broad 

oversight of the firm as a whole and not be limited by local idiosyncrasies 

that is one of the strengths of MNEs. By facilitating knowledge transfer 

(Kogut and Zander, 1993), headquarters can stimulate valuable exchanges 

between otherwise unconnected units (Goold and Campbell, 2000). With 

this in consideration, it may be the limited agency by individual subsidiaries 

that are one of the defining factors, and strengths of, the MNE as opposed 

to dispersed independent firms. In fact, headquarters in a state of ‘sheer ig-

norance’ (Ciabuschi et al., 2011) may reap advantages by launching seemingly 

ill-fitted strategic initiatives that provoke and make visible otherwise taken-

for-granted institutions. Without the outsidership of radically uncertain head-

quarters that ‘do not, they cannot, know what they need to know’ (Tsoukas, 

1996: 22), institutions may remain unchallenged, hampering change. For sub-

sidiaries, their important role of identifying local opportunities and new ways 

forward for the MNE does not bear fruit only as previously studied bottom-

up subsidiary initiatives (Birkinshaw, 1997), but also in how subsidiaries han-

dle seemingly top-down headquarter strategic initiatives. 
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Managerial implications 

This dissertation is motivated by not only theoretical but also phenomeno-

logical observations. The collected data contains a large body of first-hand 

semi-structured interviews, mostly with managers at subsidiaries and head-

quarters. Therefore, this research is close to the organizational reality of the 

studied firms and contains several managerial implications. Many of these are 

found in Paper 4, which is explicit in its targeting toward practitioners. How-

ever, synthesizing findings, two somewhat contradictory learning points 

emerge. 

On the one hand, local institutions surrounding subsidiaries matter and 

the risks of headquarters not taking them seriously are clear. Forming input 

into strategy, subsidiaries act not necessarily as barriers to smooth implemen-

tation but rather as valuable participants in the international strategy process. 

Without subsidiary input, ill-fitting strategy that is strong-armed into place 

may not only be ineffective but also detrimental to performance. Paper 1 

contains various examples of how subsidiaries engaged in convincing head-

quarters that focal headquarter strategic initiatives were better off not imple-

mented locally. Thus, by facilitating adaptability, bottom-up input enhances 

performance by tailoring strategy to cope with trends not accounted for dur-

ing top-level planning (cf. Mintzberg and Waters, 1985). The role of institu-

tions, it appears, is pervasive and multifaceted also in issues of strategy and 

thus not limited to practice and knowledge transfer. Initiatives regarding 

strategy, rather than practice or knowledge transfer, are of particular im-

portance for the sustainable competitiveness and survival of subsidiaries, and 

in extension of the MNE. 

On the other hand, headquarters should not take all subsidiary concerns 

at face value. Subsidiary skepticism towards a strategic innovation or service 

may mean different things, especially when references are being made to the 

subsidiary's local context. While skepticism could mean that the initiative is 

doomed to fail due to institutional differences, it is also a possibility that what 

may appear as an incompatible context is unclaimed territory for a first 

mover. Therefore, it is of importance to be aware of how subsidiaries frame 

their institutional contexts when arguing for why initiatives should be aban-

doned, or why the subsidiary should be allowed to make changes to head-

quarter strategic initiatives. It is possible that headquarters and subsidiaries 
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do not have a shared understanding of what is desirable, or even strive for 

the same goals (O'Donnell, 2000). Therefore, subsidiary resistance to what is 

perceived as misaligned headquarters initiative might be rightfully questioned 

by headquarters. In fact, headquarter ignorance is not only inevitable in a 

large firm with far-flung subsidiaries, but even desirable. While this learning 

point may come as a surprise, the underlying argument is simple since it is by 

being local experts that subsidiaries add value to the firm. The challenge here 

for headquarters is to avoid ‘sheer ignorance’ (Ciabuschi, Forsgren and Mar-

tín Martín, 2012), by gaining and maintaining awareness of its ignorance and 

being attentive to subsidiary input. 

In summary, the inherently complex and ambiguous nature of subsidiary 

duality renders equally ambiguous practical implications. When zooming out 

as in Paper 4, MNEs appear as rather sophisticated in balancing corporate 

and institutional pressures, beyond merely standardizing and adapting strat-

egy. This, however, is due to the constant balancing, juggling, and maneuver-

ing between different pressures. While the active management of local rules 

is a delicate affair, simply ignoring them or blindly adapting one's interna-

tional strategy come with obvious risks to sustainable competitive advantage. 

It is by the management of local rules, and quick-footedness necessary to 

tweak positions, that MNEs can succeed in distant markets with local insti-

tutions that are often hidden until they show up as unexpected surprises. 

Limitations and future research  

All papers are concluded with discussions regarding their specific limitations 

related to theoretical, methodological, and analytical choices, and how future 

research could amend these while also building upon conclusions. Below, I 

will keep to the overarching limitations of the dissertation as a whole, and 

the ways in which it paves the way for further research. 

First, the distinction between headquarters and subsidiaries is not always 

clear-cut. Headquarter functions can be spread out across geographical or 

functional units and individuals can belong to or move between units. When 

interpreting the proposed tentative framework, one must keep in mind that 

boxes labeled as ‘headquarters’ and ‘subsidiary’ are necessary analytical sim-

plifications. In future studies, the role of individuals or organizational units 

between the two could be studied more in-depth to highlight issues of 
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boundary spanning, bias toward corporate or local contexts, and the coexist-

ence of top-down and bottom-up logics. 

Second, pressures stemming from local institutions and headquarters 

could be further unpacked and tested. As shown in Paper 1, institutional 

pressures can be filtered through subsidiaries in widely different ways. This 

could have far-reaching consequences for international strategy and how we 

should think about institutional differences. While Papers 2 and 3 adopt 

Scott's (2014a) well-established regulative, cognitive, and normative pillars, a 

new conceptualization that takes into account the interpretative prerogative 

of subsidiaries may yield a higher analytical value. As for headquarter pres-

sures, in Paper 2 we propose a three-part categorization of demands related 

to strategic initiatives. This categorization should be tested on a larger dataset 

to confirm or refute its external validity. 

Third, the papers in this dissertation have all peeked into a process, rather 

than following it as in process research (e.g., Burgelman et al., 2018; Petti-

grew, 1992), or detailing practices (e.g., Jarzabkowski and Spee, 2009; Vaara 

and Whittington, 2012). This could be done in longitudinal studies that fol-

low headquarter strategic initiatives from their inception, through subsidiary 

responses and to strategy and institutional outcomes. Such studies could also 

investigate dynamics where subsidiary responses are followed by further in-

teraction with headquarters before final outcomes are met. Furthermore, 

large-n studies targeting these outcomes in terms of performance could con-

clude whether, and when, different types of subsidiary influence add value to 

the firm. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Interviews (parentheses denote repeated informants) 

Firm Date Unit Position Modality Languages min 

Volvo 15-02-05 Japan Manager VoIP SWE 60 

15-02-09 External Investment Bank Analyst In person SWE 60 

15-02-10 External Investment Bank Analyst In person SWE 90 

15-02-11 External Investment Bank Analyst In person SWE 60 

15-02-12 External Investment Bank Analyst In person SWE 60 

15-02-13 External Investment Bank Analyst In person SWE 150 

15-03-13 HQ Director In person SWE 45 

15-03-17 HQ Executive Vice President In person SWE 60 

15-05-13 Japan Manager In person ENG/JPN 60 

15-05-13 Japan Director In person SWE 60 

15-05-13 Japan Director In person SWE 60 

15-05-13 Japan Buyer In person ENG 45 

15-05-13 Japan Engineer In person JPN/ENG 60 

15-05-18 Japan 

 

 

 

Director 

Sales 

Sales 

Manager 

In person JPN 60 

15-05-20 Japan Director In person ENG 45 

15-05-20 Japan Vice President In person SWE 60 

15-05-28 Japan Director In person ENG 60 

15-10-08 U.S. Engineer In person ENG 90 

15-10-08 U.S. Senior Vice President In person ENG 75 

15-10-08 U.S. Director In person ENG 75 

15-10-12 U.S. Manager In person ENG 90 

15-10-12 U.S. Director In person ENG 150 

15-10-12 U.S. Engineer In person ENG 90 

15-10-13 U.S. Manager In person ENG 150 

15-10-13 U.S. Vice President In person ENG 75 

15-10-14 U.S. Director In person ENG 60 

15-10-14 U.S. 

 

Engineer 

(Manager) 

In person ENG 75 

15-10-16 U.S. Manager In person SWE 330 

15-11-06 U.S. Engineer VoIP ENG 60 
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15-11-19 U.S. Director VoIP SWE 60 

15-11-23 HQ Director In person SWE 200 

15-11-23 HQ Director In person SWE 60 

15-11-23 HQ 

 

 

Manager 

(Director) 

Director 

In person SWE 60 

15-11-24 HQ Engineer In person SWE 120 

15-11-24 HQ 

 

Vice President 

Vice President 

In person ENG 60 

15-11-25 HQ Manager In person SWE 75 

15-11-26 HQ Project Leader In person SWE 75 

15-11-26 HQ 

 

Vice President 

Director 

In person SWE 75 

15-11-27 HQ Manager In person SWE 75 

15-11-27 HQ (Director) In person SWE 120 

15-11-27 HQ Director 

(Project Leader) 

In person SWE 75 

15-12-18 Japan Senior Vice President VoIP ENG 60 

15-12-22 Japan Manager VoIP ENG 60 

16-04-12 HQ 

 

Manager 

(Engineer) 

In person SWE 45 

16-04-14 HQ (Engineer) In person SWE 60 

16-04-14 HQ Project Leader In person SWE 90 

16-04-14 HQ Engineer In person SWE 150 

16-04-15 HQ Engineer In person SWE 105 

16-04-15 HQ Manager In person SWE 60 

16-04-15 HQ Manager In person SWE 40 

16-04-18 HQ Manager E-mail  SWE N/A 

16-04-18 HQ Engineer E-mail  SWE N/A 

16-04-18 HQ (Engineer) E-mail  SWE N/A 

16-04-25 France Manager In person ENG 70 

16-04-26 France Manager In person ENG 75 

16-04-26 HQ Senior Vice President VoIP ENG 60 

16-04-27 France Manager In person ENG 70 

16-04-27 France Manager In person ENG 50 

16-04-27 France Project Leader In person ENG 60 

16-05-02 HQ Manager VoIP SWE 60 

16-11-07 U.S. Senior Vice President E-Mail ENG N/A 

16-11-07 U.S. (Senior Vice President) VoIP ENG 105 

16-11-08 France Vice President VoIP ENG 60 
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16-11-16 France Senior Vice President VoIP ENG 30 

17-05-17 U.S. (Manager) VoIP SWE 80 

 Volvo: 74 informant interactions spanning 81 hours and 4 E-mails 

Tomra 15-05-14 Japan President In person ENG 75 

15-05-21 Japan President In person SWE 105 

15-06-01 External NGO Secretary-General In person JPN 60 

15-06-04 Japan (President) In person ENG 60 

15-06-18 HQ Executive Vice President In person NOR/SWE 120 

15-06-18 HQ Senior Vice President In person NOR/SWE 120 

15-10-19 U.S. Chief Executive Officer In person NOR/SWE 90 

15-10-19 U.S. Director In person ENG 120 

15-10-19 U.S. Vice President In person ENG 120 

15-11-05 U.S. Vice President VoIP ENG 50 

15-11-09 U.S. Senior Vice President VoIP ENG 45 

16-02-29 Germany Senior Vice President In person ENG 120 

16-02-29 Germany Vice President In person ENG 150 

16-03-02 Germany Senior Vice President In person ENG 75 

16-03-02 Germany Vice President In person ENG 35 

16-07-25 Japan Vice President In person ENG/JPN 45 

16-10-19 External University Professor In person ENG 60 

16-10-27 U.S. Senior Vice President VoIP ENG 105 

16-11-04 Germany Senior Vice President VoIP ENG 60 

16-11-04 U.S. Senior Vice President VoIP ENG 30 

16-11-08 HQ Senior Vice President VoIP ENG 50 

 Tomra: 21 informant interactions spanning 28 hours 

DeLaval 15-11-13 HQ Manager In person SWE 90 

16-02-12 HQ Specialist VoIP ENG 60 

16-02-22 HQ Specialist VoIP SWE 75 

16-11-04 France Manager VoIP ENG 75 

16-11-07 France General Manager VoIP ENG 50 

17-04-06 U.S. Manager VoIP ENG 130 

17-05-25 U.S. Manager VoIP ENG 75 

17-05-26 Germany Manager VoIP ENG 90 

17-07-14 Japan Manager E-Mail JPN N/A 

17-07-17 France Manager VoIP ENG 60 

 DeLaval: 10 informant interactions spanning 12 hours and 1 E-mail 

Total: 105 informant interactions spanning 121 hours and 5 E-mails 

  



82 WHEN INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY MEETS LOCAL 
INSTITUTIONS  

Appendix 2. Interview guide 

Informant 

introduction 

What is your history and present position at [firm]? 

How long have you had your current position? 

What organizational unit do you belong to? 

What are your job functions? 

The subsidiary What are the functions of your unit? 

What units exist within the subsidiary? 

How long has the unit been into existence? 

What is the structure and culture of the subsidiary? 

Are there many expats? 

How, and how often, do you communicate with headquarters? 

How, and how often, do you communicate with other subsidiaries? 

Do you have an overview of what is happening at [firm] generally? 

How do you keep track of the local environment? 

Are you active in local associations? 

Headquarter-   

subsidiary relations 

How clear/precise has headquarters' strategic planning been? 

Have subsidiaries had clear directives? 

Does your unit have input in strategic planning? 

Is there room for experimentation? 

How independent are you? 

Are your goals mostly financial? Qualitative? Do you get incentives? 

Would you prefer more, or less, independence? 

How do you report on work progress and deviation from the plan? 

The initiative How would you describe [initiative]? 

What are the alternatives to [initiative]? 

Is the competition local or global? 

Do/did you have input in its development? 

Who took the first initiative to introduce [initiative]? 

What were the arguments for and against introduction? 

Could you have needed more support from headquarters? 

Is [initiative] a large part of the value offering / sales? 

Did [initiative] replace previous products/services? 

Is [initiative] part of a trend within [firm]? 

How do you think it will develop in the future? 

Has your focus on [initiative] changed over time? 

Internal Were internal changes needed for the introduction of [initiative]? 

Was change driven by headquarters or locally? 

Was there trial and error? 

Was there any resistance from headquarters or locally? 

How did you solve such problems? 

How did your efforts change along the way? 

Was it difficult to convince headquarters? 

Could you use knowledge from headquarters? Other subsidiaries? 

Local Is [initiative] very different from what is offered by local competition? 

How has [initiative] been received by your market? 

Is the reception specific to [country]? 

Did you do pilot tests? 

What did you discover during these? Were changes needed? 

Would you have preferred more (or less) change? 

What do you focus on when selling it? 

Is it chosen by any special type of customer? 

Did you have to convince customers to accept [initiative]? 

How did competitors respond when you introduced [initiative]? 

Have local competitors changed since the introduction? 

How did broader society, such as media and local partners, react? 

What have you done to educate local actors about [initiative]? 

Have other actors tried to convince you that change is necessary? 
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